
14. Earth Orientation Modeling and
Estimation

14.1 Motivation

By the term Earth Orientation Parameter (EOP) we understand a set of 5 parameters describing the
orientation of the ITRF (International Terrestrial Reference Frame) in the ICRF (International Ce-
lestial Reference Frame) in conjunction with the conventional Precession-Nutation model. The para-
meters ��� , � � locate the Celestial Ephemeris Pole (CEP) in the terrestrial reference frame, whereas
the position of the CEP in inertial space is defined by the IAU 1980 Theory of Nutation. The para-
meters ��� and ��� reflect the difference between the actual position of the celestial pole and the po-
sition given by the conventional IAU-model. Finally the difference UT1–UTC (respectively UT1–
TAI, TAI=International Atomic Time) gives access to the direction of the IERS Reference Meridian
in the Celestial Reference Frame (for details we refer to [Castrique, 1996]).

Station positions are conveniently represented in an Earth-fixed reference frame rotating in a well-
defined way with the Earth. This reference frame is realized today by a catalogue of adopted geo-
centric coordinates and a velocity field of tracking stations derived from the analysis of data from
various space techniques (VLBI, SLR, GPS, DORIS). The frame is designated as the International
Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) maintained by the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS).
The latest realization is called ITRF94 with positions given at epoch �
	������������� [Boucher et al.,
1996].

The motion of the GPS satellites is best described in the Inertial Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF),
which is materialized by a list of adopted equatorial coordinates (epoch J2000.0) of extragalactic
radio sources uniformly distributed over the sky.

In order to compute the difference vector between the observing station and the satellite both posi-
tions must be given in the same reference frame. Therefore, we need to know the current set of trans-
formation parameters (EOP) between the two frames when analyzing GPS data. Moreover, when
processing data from a global GPS tracking network, it is possible to estimate a subset of EOP para-
meters on condition that the positions of some tracking sites are known in the ITRF.
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14. Earth Orientation Modeling and Estimation

14.2 Theory

The transformation between the Earth-fixed and the celestial coordinate system may be performed
by means of equation �

r � X � Y� U N P r (14.1)

where
�
r and r denote the Cartesian coordinates (column matrices) of a station in the terrestrial and

inertial systems, respectively. The sequence of rotation matrices N P describes the transformation
between the mean celestial system at epoch J2000.0 and a system defined by the true equator and
equinox of date. P and N may be written as follows

P � R ��������� R  ��"!�� R �#���%$�� (14.2a)

N � R &'�����'	(�*)+�,� R � ���-).�(� R &'�"�'	'�0// R &'���-)+�,� R  �1).�3254768�'	'� R � ���-).�39;:<2=�'	�� (14.2b)

where

R >
�"?0� �@�@� characterizes a rotation around axis A and about angle ? ,�CB5!CBD$ �@�@� are the precession parameters,�'	 �@�@� denotes the mean obliquity of the ecliptic, and).��BD)+�E�@�@� denote the nutation in longitude and obliquity respectively.

U � R � �GFIHKJL� provides the transition to the rotating system where FIHKJ is the Greenwich apparent
sidereal time. Finally the polar motion matrices

X � R  � � � �MB Y � R &N�O� � � (14.3)

describe the separation between the third axis of the terrestrial system (the Conventional Terrestrial
Pole = CTP) and the Celestial Ephemeris Pole.

To the accuracy level required for the computation of the partial derivatives of the GPS observable
with respect to the parameters of interest, we may approximate the nutation matrix as a product of
three infinitesimal rotations as shown in (14.2).

N / R &'���-)+�#� R  �1).�3254768�N	'� R � ���%).�P9;:<2=�N	'�
Introducing this result into equation (14.1) we obtain the following simplified transformation equa-
tion:

r � P � �O�Q� R &N�1)+�,� R  ���-).�P2D4768�'	'� R � ���%FIHSRT� R &N�O� � � R  � � � � �r B (14.4)

where FIHSR stands for the Greenwich mean sidereal time. All Earth Orientation Parameters are con-
tained in equation (14.4). It is our goal now to derive expressions for the partial derivatives of the
GPS observable with respect to these parameters. Neglecting refraction effects and leaving out range
biases, we essentially observe the slant range U between the receiver position r V at observation time� and the GPS satellite position r > at time �W�XU�Y,Z where Z stands for the velocity of light. The slant
range may e.g. be computed in the celestial reference frame:

U[�]\ � r > � r V,� � � r > � r V#�M� (14.5)
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14.3 Use of Earth Orientation Parameters in the Bernese GPS Software

Let ^ denote one of the Earth Orientation Parameters (e.g. a polar wobble component). From equa-
tion (14.5), assuming that the partial derivative of the satellite position with respect to ^ is zero, we
conclude _ U_ ^ �`� e � _ r V_ ^ (14.6)

where

e � r > � r VU (14.7)

is the unit vector (more precisely: Cartesian components of the vector in the ICRF) pointing from
the receiver to the satellite. For more information we refer to [Kleusberg and Teunissen, 1996].

Unfortunately, due to correlations with the orbital elements, a subset of the EOP is not directly ac-
cessible to the GPS (namely )Pa-b and the nutation parameters). This statement can easily be verified
e.g. for )Pa-b by comparing the partial derivative of U (see eqn. (14.5)) with respect to the right as-
cension of the ascending node.

On the other hand, it is possible to solve for a drift in a�bc+�]a-bId by adopting a model of the
following type: )Pa�be�e)Pa-b�fhgifkjMl d

d �nm )Pa�b�o fhgifkj�p �O�L�q� 	 � (14.8)

Thanks to this time dependence the length of day (LOD) may very well be estimated with the GPS.

14.3 Use of Earth Orientation Parameters in the Bernese GPS Soft-
ware

14.3.1 General Dataset Names

As mentioned previously a set of EOP is required to perform the transformation from the celestial to
the Earth-fixed system or vice versa. The programs PRETAB and BRDTAB ( Menu 3.2 ) compute
e.g. a table of satellite positions in the inertial frame from the available orbit information (usually
Precise Orbits in an Earth-fixed frame e.g. ITRF94). Therefore the EOP file corresponding to the
orbits used has to be specified in Panel 0.3.1 (Pole Information). If IGS precise orbits are used the
corresponding EOP files (covering always one GPS week) are available at the global data centers.
For example the “Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS)”

rQs�tvuxwQwzyQ{,|~}z{xrzu,|����5{
�#|~}D��� ���x�
��|O���Q��|O����|O�G�;�Q�� {
���zyxw��(�������D���@� � {t��5{Q{��5w��(�5yxwD���DsD�uxw�}�t;{����5��tD�D��w � uxsz{x�
stores, besides the Precise Ephemeris files, pole information stemming from different analysis cen-
ters. The Earth Rotation Parameters associated with the IGS ephemeris files are computed using
a weighted average of all available center-specific ERP files. (The term Earth Rotation Paramet-
ers (ERP) is used for a 3-parameter subset of the EOP which comprises polar motion ( � � BQ� � )
and a�b. .) The ERP-files stemming from CODE may be downloaded from our anonymous ftp
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14. Earth Orientation Modeling and Estimation

( �<�C�C�#�#�¡ 1��¢¤£'�C�0 D��¥ , directory ¦<§<¨�©«ª�¬��®#¯�°�± ), too. Be aware that in contrast to the naming rules of
the Bernese environment all these files contain pole information in the IERS format although their
extension is “  �°�²�© ” (see also Chapter 23)! The pole files in IERS format have to be transformed to
the Bernese pole format. This task is performed by program POLUPD ( Menu 5.5.1 ) with options
to be discussed in detail later.

If other than IGS precise orbits are used (and no specific ERP files are available), it is recommended
to use the IERS C04 pole. C04 is a continuous, slightly low pass filtered series at daily intervals and
can be interpolated linearly. Oscillations in UT1 and in the length of day due to zonal tides for periods
under 35 days, as well as the 14-day terms in � � and � � are present in full size in the series [Castrique,
1996].

The EOP series mentioned above may be obtained via anonymous FTP. Data files concerning Earth
rotation (C04 series, IERS Bulletin B) and celestial frame are stored at the IERS Central Bureau and
may be picked up as follows:

rQs�t´³QtD�Dµ�¶;y,|k��¶;{Gt��·|~rQ� ���G�D¸#|k�
�Q��|O���Q��|7¹��� {
���zyxw��¡�������D���@� � {t��5{Q{��5w���º��z»¼�@�5y
µc��wQwQ�D�5{Q{zºuxwc½5y
���z{
Quick-look EOP series (IERS Bulletin A) can be transferred from:

rQs�t%�@�5y
�#| � {G���#|������Q��|���y
µ ����¾5�#|k¸#|~�;�'|k�Q�z�� {
���zyxw��¡�������D���@� � {t��5{Q{��5w��¡�5yxwD���DsD�uxw¿{
���5¹
Information concerning updates of internet addresses and server names is always provided by
the most recent IERS Annual Report. IERS pole files already transformed into the Bernese
format may be downloaded from our anonymous ftp, too. They are located in the directory¦ÁÀ�Â�Ã·Ä�§<¨�©Åª�¬GÃ·Æ,Ç�ÂCÆ�°�²Å xÈ<°<É�± (files �Ê�Ë�Ì�Ín �°<²�© , ²�¦�©·Ì�ÍL x°�²�© , see also Chapter 7).

14.3.2 Update of Pole Information

In order to obtain the most accurate EOP information covering the span of your GPS campaign you
are forced to update the file containing the Earth Rotation Parameter information, whenever more
consistent (with the “Precise Orbit” data) and/or more recent values become available. The best way
to perform this task is by means of the service programs POLUPD ( Menu 5.5.1 ) and POLXTR
( Menu 5.5.2 ).

POLUPD takes information from input files of (almost) any conventional format and converts the
data to the Bernese pole format. Usually the extension “  DÀN°�© ” indicates a file containing pole in-
formation in a foreign format, the extension “  x°�²�© ” denotes Bernese format. You have to keep this
in mind whenever you leave input fields blank in Panel 5.5.1 and the menu system shows you a list
of available input files.
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Program POLUPD requires two files that have to be located in the ÎÅª�¬GÈ<°<É�± directory. Their names
have to be specified in Panel 0.3.1 . The first file contains a table of all leap seconds during the last
several years (see variable “ Ï�°�¦�©ÐÆ�°��®#É�¯ ” in Menu 0.3.1 and Chapter 23). You have to modify this
file whenever a new leap second is announced by the IERS. The second file is the so-called Pole Off-
set Coefficient file. It contains values which have to be added to the EOP(IERS) time series in order
to make them consistent with the current realization of the IERS terrestrial and celestial reference
frames (see Chapter 23).

The example below illustrates the use of the subsequent Panel 5.5.1–1 . The option É<Â�¨<¦�¨ÁÀ�®#ÉÑ ®#¯�°<Ï specifies the type of model you use to apply the nutation correction parameters. There are
three different entries. The Ò�°<²<²¤À'É�È model is a model derived from VLBI observations, ®�Ã·Æ�°<²<Ó�°�¯
specifies that nutation corrections given in columns ¯�°�©�Æ and ¯�©·Æ·À of the ERP file (to be created
here) will be used. These corrections may stem from VLBI observations (e.g. in IERS Bulletin A) or
from GPS observations computed by means of the Bernese software (research purpose). The recom-
mended entry is NO. This choice prevents the use of nutation correction information and therefore
the computations are solely based on the IAU 1980 nutation model.¸#|k¸#|O�Q»Q� ÔzÕ�Ö
×<�nØ5ÔQÙ5ÚQÛ
×ÜÔzÕ�Ö
×.ÝzÞxÖ
×<�«ß�×5à
×5áQÚQÖ+ÕxÔ5ÛzÞ
Õ�àDâãD�Q��wD���+yG�DrD�����@��szy
�����ÛzÞxÛQÖ
× � �à�ØDÛQÚQÛzÞ
Õ�àåäzÕxÙQ×5Ö �IàDÕ � �¼àDÕ,æÅÕ�çDâx×5á
èQ×QÙ�æ¡ã
×5áQázÞxà5ß��ç � µQµQ��szyG�.çc�5{åyG�Qt � s��Ø�âx×é�%Õ�ác¸-Ù5Ú
êåè5ÚQÖ�Ø5×zâ �.� � ���'�«�����[wD���Ü�D�Qµ � �5{Næ¸#�0rzyx�D�[wD���Ü�D�Qµ � �5{D�Ôz�QµQ�Ü��rQrz{
��sz{,�Ø�âx×ÜÔzÕ�Ö
×+Õ�ÝQÝDâx×5ÛcÝzÞxÖ
× �-êQ×zâc� �hêQ×zâ#�0Ú � sD�1�@��szyQuNæàDÕ#�«��wQw[���-t��QµQ�Ü��rQrz{
��s;�ë�yG�DwD�x�<�Ø�âx×Üë�Þxà
ÙzÕxë �%àDÕì� �hêQ×zâ,æ7àDÕz�ÝQáDÕxäz½�ÛDÕ �Q�Q�Q�-�Q�+wQw[³Q³�|�³Q³ �Q�Q�Q�-�Q�íwQwI³Q³�|�³Q³»Q»Q»Q»Ü»Q»Ü»Q»å»Q»Q»Q»Q» »Q»Q»Q»Ü»Q»å»Q»Ü»Q»Q»Q»Q»�.��¾Q¾Q�Ü���-���%�Q��|7�Q�c�´�c��¾Q¾5¸[���%���-�Q��|7�Q�c�
Program POLXTR ( Menu 5.5.2 ) extracts ERP information from a list of consecutive pole files in
the IERS format and allows you to specify an a priori pole file which may be used for comparison
purposes. We refer to the corresponding help panel for details.

14.4 Estimation of Earth Orientation Parameters

Today, in view of the products made available through the IERS and the IGS it will in general not
be necessary to solve for EOPs, but to use EOPs consistent with the orbits and coordinates used. For
research type applications based on data stemming from a global GPS network it makes sense to set
up EOPs. This section is important for advanced users of the Bernese GPS Software who wish to
gain insight into global applications of the GPS. Let us start by mentioning a few basic facts:î You will always estimate ERPs on top of an a priori model. These are characterized by a Ín �°�²�©

file. If you want to estimate the ERPs from scratch you have to use an a priori model with all
parameters set to zero.
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14. Earth Orientation Modeling and Estimation

î The (empirical) model for the ERPs is set up in the program GPSEST, it may be modified
in program ADDNEQ, where you have to be aware of the fact that you may simplify but not
generalize the model in ADDNEQ.î If you solve for ERPs you will probably process exactly one session of one day in GPSEST
and produce longer arcs using ADDNEQ. You should be aware of the fact that for the ERP
estimates you may divide the time interval of the session into a number m of subintervals of
equal length, and that within each subinterval each ERP (improvement on top of the a priori
model) is represented by a polynomial.î It should be pointed out that no model for diurnal and semidiurnal variations of the ERPs is
applied in the Bernese GPS Software Version 4.0.î a�bc(�ïa�bId estimates are special in one respect (mentioned already above): due to the cor-
relations with the orbital nodes mentioned above, it is not possible to solve for the zero degree
coefficient of the polynomial pertaining to the first sub-interval of the session (if you introduce
the orbital elements as unknowns in the same adjustment).

14.4.1 Options in GPSEST

Panel 4.5–2.4 handles many special requests in connection with parameter estimation. You have to
enable here the parameter type °<¦<²<¨�Òe²·®#¨�¦<¨¤À#®#Ée©�¦�²<¦ Ñ °�¨�°�²CÆ . In this case the menu system gives
you access to Panel 4.5–2.4.4 , where you may first define the total number ð of PARAMETER
SETS (=total number of polynomials for each EOP). Specifying e.g. ðñ�ò�ó means that you use
2-hour bins to model Earth rotation.��|k¸z»x�#|~��|~� Ô5ÚQáQÚ
äQ×5Û
×5áå×zâ�ÛzÞ�ä5ÚQÛzÞ
Õ�à��«×5ÚQáQÛQãåáDÕ�ÛQÚQÛzÞ
Õ�àåÔ5ÚQáQÚ
äQ×5Û
×5áDâäz��wD�Qµ#�ÛDÕ�ÛQÚQÖåà�Ø5ä5ç
×5á+Õ�Ý[Ô5ÚQáQÚ
äQ×5Û
×5á.âx×5ÛDâ �[� �×z���Qs�³cáD��sD��szy
���ô�h×5á
Ô@�%���Dwåà � sD��szy
���.Ôz���D�1�@��sD���z{P�¼à�ØDÛ;�'�õ%t����D�1�·|k½5{
��sT�O��»G�;�öwD��rD� � µ�s.�-tD�zy
���zyc{Qyx}��@�÷;»1ÔzÕ�Ö
× �[�Ü� � � �~�@�5{D�ê@»1ÔzÕ�Ö
× �[�Ü� � � �~�@�5{D�ØDÛ;�Q»"ØDÛ5ø �[�Ü� � � �~��{
�5uD�ÙQ×5ÖQÛQÚÜ×QÔzâ5ÞxÖDÕ�à �I�å� � � �~�@�5{D�ÙQ×5ÖQÛQÚÜÔzâ5Þ �I�å� � � �~�@�5{D�ø5Õ�àQÛzÞxà�Ø;ÞxÛ
ê.ç
×5Û
ëQ×Q×5à+âx×5ÛDâ �%×5á
Ô¿�ù�¼àDÕ,æM×5á
Ô�æ«à�ØDÛ�æMçDÕ�ÛQã;�ø5Õ�àDâ�ÛQáQÚzÞxàåÙ5ázÞxÝQÛDâÜÛDÕ[ú�×5áDÕ �IàDÕ �ù�¼àDÕ,æM×5á
Ô�æ«à�ØDÛ�æMçDÕ�ÛQã;�õå��r[èz�Qµ � �5{-t����.âQ��scâ�sD���D��w+yG�cÝzy
µQ�5{,�ç
×5áQà
×zâx×åÔzÕ�Ö
×.ÝzÞxÖ
× �I��� Þ�×5áDâIÔzÕ�Ö
×åÝzÞxÖ
× �I���
Subsequently you may select the number û of parameters for each of the five ü+ý[þåÿ . The polynomial
degree � is simply �[� ûT�  . û �e� means that the corresponding parameters are not set up.

If you solve for polynomials of degree ��� � you have to be aware of the fact that your estimates
will in general not be continuous at the sub-interval boundaries. You may ask for continuity for the
pole components � � , � � , and for a�bcS� a�bId by specifying �®�É<¨ÁÀNÉ�ÂiÀ'¨��eÃ�°�¨�Ç·°<°<É Æ�°�¨CÆ “ °�²�© ”; if
you want to enforce continuity for the two nutation parameters you specify “ É�Â�¨ ”, and you specify
“ Ã·®#¨�Ò ” if you want to have continuity for all parameters. Attention: If you ask for continuity in the
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case �c� � this actually means that you model the EOPs by one parameter for the entire session! If
you ask for continuity in the case �[�  , you actually model the EOPs as polygons (standard proced-
ure at CODE). You might ask for continuity of the first derivative, an option that only makes sense
for a polynomial degree ���  . We recommend to use �+�  and to ask for continuity. Information
concerning the other options is available in the help panel corresponding to Panel 4.5–2.4 .

It was mentioned that it is not possible to solve for all orbit parameters and for UT1-UTC. Therefore
the menu system allows you to introduce a priori weights for each parameter in each sub-interval.
You have to constrain a�b as suggested in the panel below in order to avoid singularities.

��|k¸z»x�#|~��|~� Ô5ÚQáQÚ
äQ×5Û
×5áå×zâ�ÛzÞ�ä5ÚQÛzÞ
Õ�à��Å×5ÚQáQÛQãÜáDÕ�ÛQÚQÛzÞ
Õ�àåÔ5ÚQáQÚ
äQ×5Û
×5áDâ3�¼÷
Ô�æ0êQÔ�æ0Ù5Û;�ÝQáDÕxä ÛDÕ â5Þ�ß[÷
Ô â5Þ�ßIêQÔ â5Þ�ß[Ù5Û�Q�-�Q�+wQw%³Q³I�Q�P{Q{ �Q�-�Q�+wQw%³Q³[�Q��{Q{ ��y
µQµ5yå���zuÜ{
�5u ��y
µQµ5yc{
�5u� | ������� � | ������� | ��������������[¾��Ü���Ü�Q¾Ü�
�å¸
¾c¸
¾å�[�[¾��Ü���+���.�x�Ü�Q�Ü�Q�å�Ü� �Q� �Q�T|7�Q�Q�Q�Q�Q���[��[¾��Ü���+���.�x�[�Q�å�Q�å�[�[¾��Ü���+�Q���Q�å�Q�Ü�Q�å�Ü� �Q� �Q� ��[¾��Ü���+�Q���Q�Ü�Q�å�Q�å�[�[¾��Ü���+�Q�[�x�Ü�Q�Ü���%�Ü� �Q� �Q� �

If you defined the EOPs according to the above two panels, GPSEST will generate an output (in the
general OUTPUT file) of the following type:

×5ÚQáQÛQãcáDÕ�ÛQÚQÛzÞ
Õ�àÜÔ5ÚQáQÚ
äQ×5Û
×5áDâ#�»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»D»ø
á
Ù<|Má
×
	#| �xº
� á
äzâ �xº
�x½xÙ5Ú
ê á
äzâ �xº
�x½xÙ5Ú
ê ��� ��"âz�+�hÙ5Û;� á
äzâ �"âz�x½xÙ5Ú
ê á
äzâ �"âz�x½xÙ5Ú
ê ��� �»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»D»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»Q»D»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»Q»D»Q»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»5»Q»÷ � ��|7�Q�����Q�Q�Q�¿��|7�Q�Q�Q�Q¾Q�Q� »���|7�Q�Q�Q¹Q�Q¹Q�¿��|7�Q�Q���x¸
���ê � ��|7�Q����¹Q�
�D¸ì��|7�Q�Q��������� »���|7�Q�����Q���x¸ì��|7�Q�Q�����5�z�Ù5Û � ��|7�Q�Q�Q�Q�Q�Q�¿��|7�Q�Q�Q�Q�Q�Q� »���|7�Q�Q�5�
�Q���¿��|7�Q�Q�Q�Q���
�

14.4.2 Options in ADDNEQ

Program ADDNEQ ( Menu 4.8.1 ) allows the user to combine normal equation systems generated
by GPSEST. ADDNEQ allows you to re-consider some aspects of EOP estimation. The panel gen-
erated by ADDNEQ ( Panel 4.8.1–2.3 , see below) is similar to that generated by GPSEST, we
only comment on some special features.
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��|7��|O�Q»x�#|7� Ú
ÙQÙ.àDÕ�á
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ê.ç
×5Û
ëQ×Q×5à+âx×5ÛDâ �I×5á
Ô¿� �¼àDÕ,æ«×5á
Ô�æMà�ØDÛ�æ«çDÕ�ÛQã;�ø5Õ�àDâ�ÛQáQÚzÞxàåÙ5ázÞxÝQÛDâÜÛDÕ[ú�×5áDÕ �I×5á
Ô¿� �¼àDÕ,æ«×5á
Ô�æMà�ØDÛ�æ«çDÕ�ÛQã;�âxÔQ×Dø�|ÅÕxÔ5ÛzÞ
Õ�àDâ �O�#æÅ�#�Mø5Õ�àQÛzÞxà�|~ç
×5Û
ëQ×Q×5àéâx×5ÛDâ,æÅ���7ø5ÕxÙQ×.ã5��� �I� �ø5Õ�àDâ�ÛQáQÚzÞxàåÙ5ÚzÞxÖ
ê.á
×5ÛQáDÕ
ß
áQÚ
ÙQ×.÷;»1êcÝQá
×
	�Ø5×5à5ø�ê.ÛDÕIú�×5áDÕ �O�5½z�Q� �I� �õå��r[èz�Qµ � �5{-t����.âQ��scâ�sD���D��w+yG�cÝzy
µQ�5{,�ç
×5áQà
×zâx×åÔzÕ�Ö
×.ÝzÞxÖ
× �I��� Þ�×5áDâIÔzÕ�Ö
×åÝzÞxÖ
× �I���
Let us assume that ADDNEQ obtains a series of Ín GÉ�°�� files pertaining to series of adjacent days. The
resolution of the ERPs is given by the individual EOPs and will formally not be altered by ADDNEQ.
You may ask for continuity of EOP estimations between subsequent days ( Æ�©�°�CÀN¦�Ï ®�©�¨ÁÀ�®#ÉCÆ���� ),
you may ask that the EOPs are represented by one polynomial of degree 1 over the entire time interval
covered by all the files ( Æ�©�°�CÀN¦�Ï ®�©<¨ÁÀ�®#É·Æ���� ).�®#ÉCÆ#¨�²<¦ÁÀNÉÁÀNÉ�ÈE²�°<¨<²·®�È�²�¦�¯�° ¨�°<² Ñ Æ is an option which is only of importance if you are interested in
a sub-daily resolution of the EOPs. Please contact the Bernese team if you actually need this option!

There is one more important difference between the EOPs estimation in GPSEST and ADDNEQ:
whereas in GPSEST the corrections to the a priori pole are modeled as polynomials, the absolute
values and UT1R (obtained from a-bc by removing the tidal variations with periods � 35 days) are
represented as polynomials in ADDNEQ.
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15. Initial Phase Ambiguities and
Ambiguity Resolution

15.1 Motivation

The unknown number of cycles in the observation equations (9.17a) and (9.17b), the initial phase
ambiguity parameters, have to be estimated in a first step as real-valued parameters. However, it is
known, that these parameters actually have to be integer numbers. To resolve the ambiguities means
(in our terminology) to assign the correct integer numbers to the real-valued estimates. Let us intro-
duce the following notations:

x & �@�@� is the column array containing all non-ambiguity parameters,
x 	 & �@�@� are the corresponding a priori values,
x  �@�@� is the column array containing all ambiguity parameters,
x 	 �@�@� are the corresponding a priori values, and�
x 	 �@�@� are the corresponding known true (integer) numbers. Moreover� �@�@� is the array containing the terms “computed” (model function),
L �@�@� is the array containing all measurements (terms “observed”),
l B l � �@�@� are the arrays of reduced measurements (terms “observed – computed”),
w B w � �@�@� are the arrays containing the residuals.

Let us inspect the effect of introducing the known (integer valued) ambiguities into the normal equa-
tion system. In the case of the float solution we may write the observation equations in matrix form
as � A & A  � p � x &

x  �� � � L � � � x 	 & B x 	 �Q�� �� !
l

� w (15.1)

(A & and A  are the parts of the first design matrix corresponding to the non-ambiguity resp. ambiguity
parameters). The corresponding system of normal equations is�

N &Q& N &  
N  & N  Q � p � x &

x  � � �
A � & Pl
A �  Pl � � �

b &
b  � (15.2)

(P is the weight matrix). Eliminating x  from eqn. (15.2) we obtain� N &Q&0� N &  N " & Q N  &�� p x &¡� b &n� N &  N " & Q b  � (15.3)
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15. Initial Phase Ambiguities and Ambiguity Resolution

Assuming that the ambiguity parameters are known we may write

A & x &M� � L � � � x 	 & B �x  �Q�� �� !
l # � w � B (15.4)

which gives
N &Q& x &¡� A � & Pl � � b � & � (15.5)

We may write
l � l � � � � x 	 & B �x  �W� � � x 	 & B x 	 �0� A  p � �x  � x 	 �0� A  dx  (15.6)

and therefore
N &Q& x &¡� A � & Pl � A � & PA  dx  � (15.7)

This last equation shows how the normal equation system changes if the ambiguities have been re-
solved (fixed on their integer values). Fixing ambiguities considerably reduces the number of para-
meters and the solution will get much more stable. It should be pointed out, that usually the majority
of unknown parameters actually are the ambiguities. How do the solutions improve if the ambigu-
ities have been resolved? The answer depends strongly on the ratio between the number of unknown
non-ambiguity parameters and the number of measurements which are used for the estimation of
these parameters (the length of the observing sessions for static applications). Figure 15.1 shows the
effect of ambiguity resolution if only the receiver coordinates and few troposphere parameters are
estimated in a regional (European) network (for details see [Mervart, 1995]).
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Figure 15.1: Rms of a 7-parameter Helmert Transformation with respect to the “True” Coordinate
Set.

In this case the main effect may be seen for session length up to 4 hours. However, the second im-
portant advantage of the ambiguity fixed solutions is the significantly reduced number of parameters
which have to be stored in the memory. This saves RAM and speeds up processing considerably. If
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many parameters are estimated (orbits, Earth orientation parameters etc.) ambiguity resolution im-
proves also the results of much longer sessions (3-days sessions used in CODE for IGS processing).
Figure 15.2 shows the improvement in the estimated orbits (for details see [Mervart et al., 1995]):
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Figure 15.2: Orbit Quality Estimated from Discontinuities at Day Boundaries (Eclipsing and Non-
Eclipsing Satellites)

The ambiguity fixed solution is the official IGS CODE solution since June, 1995.

15.2 Theory

There are many methods how to resolve the ambiguities. Some of them are very sophisticated, some
quite simple, but most of them consist of two steps:

Step 1: The ambiguities are estimated as real numbers together with other parameters.

Step 2: The integer values of the ambiguities are resolved using the results of Step 1 (the real-
valued ambiguities and the variance-covariance matrix). Usually statistical tests are per-
formed to resolve the ambiguities in a reliable way.

The Bernese GPS Software uses double difference observations and therefore the double difference
ambiguities are estimated. Single difference (between receivers) ambiguities are then stored in the
single difference header files. For each session and each baseline we have to select one single differ-
ence bias û%$ & V(' as reference and actually our estimated ambiguity parameters are the differences

û > $& V(' �Eû > & V(' �qû $ & V(' � (15.8)
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15. Initial Phase Ambiguities and Ambiguity Resolution

Usually, the ambiguity with the maximum number of observations is selected as reference. If there
are ) single difference ambiguities for one session and one baseline, there are at most )Ð�T linearly
independent unknown ambiguity parameters. If there is an epoch when all the single difference phase
measurements were initialized again, the session breaks up into two parts and for each part one refer-
ence ambiguity must be selected. In that case only )]�3ó ambiguity parameters may to be estimated.
The set of measurements corresponding to exactly one reference ambiguity is called an observation
cluster (different from an ambiguity cluster, see below). In the following we will assume to have only
one observation cluster.

Figure 15.3 shows the satellite visibility plot for a short (several minutes) session. For short sessions
there is usually one (or more) satellite(s) which was(were) observed all the time. One of these satel-
lites may be selected as reference satellite (and the corresponding ambiguity as reference ambiguity).

*
PRN1

PRN2

PRN3

PRN4

PRN5

time

Figure 15.3: Satellite Visibility Plot for a Short Session and a Short Baseline

For longer sessions the situation is different:î No satellite is observed during the entire session,î there are periods during which only few satellites were observed, for very long baselines there
may be even periods during which only one or two satellites were observed.

Typically, for long baselines and sessions we obtain a satellite visibility plot as in Figure 15.4:
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Figure 15.4: Satellite Visibility Plot for a Long Session and a Long Baseline
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In the case of Figure 15.4 the program selects (single difference) ambiguity
+ & (maximum number

of observations) as a reference. After the first ambiguity resolution step (real-valued ambiguities are
estimated) a detailed inspection usually shows that the (double difference) ambiguities

+  � + &�B +-, �+ &�B +/. � + &@B +13 � + & have large a posteriori rms errors. On the other hand, the parameters
+ � �+ &�B + 0 � + &�B +12 � + & have small rms errors. This result is a consequence of the selection of the

reference ambiguity. If
+  would have been selected as reference the parameters

+-, � +  B +/. �+  #B + 3 � +  would have small a posteriori rms errors and the parameters
+ & � +  ,B + �Å� +  #B +10 �+  B +-2 � +  big ones. The following conclusions may be drawn:

î Depending on the selected reference certain differences between single difference ambiguities
and the selected reference ambiguity are well established, other differences have large a pos-
teriori rms errors.î It is difficult to resolve all ambiguities if long sessions are processed because for each particular
selection of a reference ambiguity some ambiguity parameters will have large a posteriori rms
errors.

These considerations show that it is necessary to optimize the forming of (double) differences. As-
suming that û $ & V4' denotes our reference ambiguity, we are therefore resolving either the double dif-
ference ambiguity parameter û > $& V(' �Eû > & V(' �qû%$ & V(' (15.9)

directly or the difference between two of these terms

û >651>87& V(' �Eû > 5 $& V(' �qû > 7 $& V(' B (15.10)

which, as a matter of fact, is a double difference ambiguity again. Every possible double differ-
ence ambiguity is covered by one of the two equations and any double difference ambiguity may
be checked and possibly resolved. The resolved ambiguities are saved in the observation header
files. We resolve the double difference ambiguities but for book-keeping reasons store single dif-
ference ambiguities in the files. It does not make sense to say that a single difference ambiguity
is resolved without specifying the reference ambiguity. Therefore we introduce the term ambiguity
cluster, which is the set of (single difference) ambiguities which are resolved relative to each other.
In the single difference observation files the 98& , 9  and 9 2 ambiguities are stored. (This actually is
redundant because the 9 2 ambiguity is nothing else but the plain difference between the 9 & and 9« 
ambiguities. The reason to store 9 2 ambiguities, too has to be seen in the fact that 9 2 ambiguities may
sometimes be resolved a priori, see the ambiguity resolution strategies below.) Figure 15.5 shows the
relevant part of a header file. Each ambiguity has its integer value (initialized to zero) and its cluster
number. If two ambiguities refer to the same cluster number, this implies that they have been resolved
relative to each other (see e.g. ambiguities 1, 4, and 5 in Figure 15.5). Any double difference ambi-
guity created from two such single difference ambiguities is then known. The ambiguities are set up
by the programs SNGDIF and MAUPRP. Each satellite has at least one ambiguity.
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Figure 15.5: Ambiguities Stored in Single Difference Phase Header File

15.3 Ambiguity Resolution Algorithms

There are four ambiguity resolution strategies implemented in the Bernese GPS Software Version
4.0: ²·®#Â�É<¯ , ÆCÀNÈ Ñ ¦ , Æ�°�¦�²��Ò and �CÀ'§ which may be selected in menu 4.5–1. (strategies °<ÏÁÀ Ñ ÀNÉ andÉ·® do not try to resolve any ambiguities). Different algorithms use different combinations of the 9 &
and 9  observations. This aspect will be discussed in Section 15.4. Let us mention, that for the QIF
strategy both 9 & and 9  observations are required, the SEARCH strategy gives the best results with
observations on both frequencies, too, and that the remaining strategies ROUND and SIGMA work
actually with one carrier (or one linear combination) only. It is possible to use 2 linear combinations
in one run, but the ambiguity resolution is performed independently on both carriers.

15.3.1 NO Algorithm

If you specify “ ��°·Æ ” for option ÀNÉ<¨<²C®,¯�Â·�° ÇiÀ�¯�°�Ï�¦�É�° or À'É�¨<²·®#¯<ÂC�°eÏ;: ¦<É<¯eÏ<� in Panel 4.5–1 ,
the ambiguities resolved in previous runs will be introduces as known values. All other ambiguities
(or all ambiguities, if you specify “ É·® ” for option ÀNÉ<¨�²·®,¯�Â·<° ) will be introduced as unknown para-
meters and estimated. These ambiguities may or may not be pre-eliminated according to options in
Panel 4.5–2.4.8 .

15.3.2 ELIMI Algorithm

The only difference between É·® and °�Ï=À Ñ À is that if you select °�Ï=À Ñ À strategy the ambiguities will
be pre-eliminated before the normal equation matrix inversion. It is just the same as if you select ÉC®
strategy and “ Ã¤À ” option for ambiguity parameters in Panel 4.5–2.4.8 .
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15.3.3 ROUND Algorithm

This is the simplest ambiguity resolution strategy which only rounds the real-valued estimates to
the nearest integers without using any variance-covariance information. Actually there is usually no
need to use this strategy. The SIGMA strategy can do exactly the same work, if necessary. We do not
recommend to use the strategy ROUND on baselines longer than a few kilometers. It is not a safe
strategy.

15.3.4 Sigma-Dependent Algorithm

Let � > , � $ be two (double difference) ambiguity parameters (relative to the same reference ambigu-
ity). For each parameter � > we compute the a posteriori rms error in the initial least-squares adjust-
ment: ðT>S�>=¤	@? A[> >SB (15.11)

where AI>~> is the corresponding element of the cofactor matrix. For the difference � >C� � $ the a pos-
teriori rms error is ðT> $ �B=Á	 \ AI>~>i� ó p AI> $ lCA $D$ � (15.12)

The rms errors ðT> and ðT> $ of every possible double difference ambiguity (see eqn. (15.9) and
(15.10)) are first sorted in ascending order of their rms errors. Within one iteration step the )FEHG(I best
determined ambiguities (or differences between ambiguities) are then resolved (rounded to nearest
integers), providedî the corresponding a posteriori rms error ðT>�BQðT> $ is compatible with =Á	 ( ðT>KJL=%EHG(I or ðT> $ J=MENG4I ), andî that within the confidence interval � � > �PO#ð > B � > lQO#ð > � or � � > $ �PO#ð > $ B � > $ lRO#ð > $ � there is

exactly one integer number.)SENG4I , =%EHG4I and O are input parameters of the program GPSEST (see Panel 4.5-1.1 ). In the next
iteration step the integer values are introduced for the resolved ambiguities and for the resolved dif-
ferences between ambiguities (see eqn. (15.7)). The iteration process is terminated, if:

1) all ambiguities have been resolved, or if

2) in the last step no ambiguity could be resolved based on the above criteria.

The iteration process described above may be applied to every linear combination. It may be used in
the baseline mode, in the session mode, or even if several sessions are treated in the same program
run. We recommend to use this strategy in two cases:

1) Only single-frequency measurements are processed, but the session is long (several hours). The
baselines should not be to long (less than 20 km).

2) High quality code measurements are available on both frequencies. In this case it is possible to use
the Melbourne-Wübbena linear combination and the corresponding strategy (see Section 15.4).
The baselines may be very long (up to several thousand kilometers). The sessions have to be long
too (several hours).
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15.3.5 Search Algorithm

The Æ�°<¦<²��Ò strategy is related to the so-called FARA (Fast Ambiguity Resolution Approach) al-
gorithm (see [Frei and Beutler, 1990], [Frei, 1991]). The following information from the initial least-
squares adjustment is used:

x � � � &@B@�@�@�NB �%T � � , the part of the solution vector consisting of all real-valued (double difference)
ambiguities, where U is the number of double difference ambiguities,

Q, the corresponding cofactor matrix, and=  	 , the a posteriori variance factor.

From the a posteriori variance factor and the corresponding cofactor matrix the standard deviationðT> for the ambiguity parameter � > or the standard deviation ðT> $ for the difference � > $ between two
ambiguity parameters � >xB � $ may be computed:

ðT> �>=Á	@? AI>~> B ðT> $ �>=Á	 \ AI>~>i� ó p A[> $ l�A $D$ � (15.13)

Choosing a confidence level ? and using Student’s distribution we compute the upper and lower
range-width O for the integer valued alternative parameter � J¤> or for the difference � J¤> $ between
two such parameters. Thus� > �QO p ð > J � JÁ> J � > lVO p ð > BöAn� #BDó�B@�@�@�'B�U (15.14)� > $ �RO p ðT> $ J � J¤> $ J � > $ lVO p ðT> $ B A5B�Wí� #BDó�B@�@�@�'B�UTB AYX�CW.� (15.15)

All possible combinations of integer values which meet the conditions (15.14) and (15.15) are used
to form alternative ambiguity vectors

x J;Z B\[3� #B@�@�@�'B4)
to the initial ambiguity estimate x. These alternatives are generated in forming all possible combin-
ations of vector components using the integer values within corresponding confidence ranges. Each
of these alternative vectors is introduced into a subsequent adjustment. The integer ambiguities are
treated in these adjustments as known quantities. The resulting standard deviations= Z B\[ � #B@�@�@�'B4)
are indicators for the success of the process: the integer vector x Z yielding the smallest standard de-
viation is selected as the final solution, unless

1) its standard deviation is not compatible with the standard deviation = 	 of the ambiguity-free solu-
tion (the fraction = Z Y]=Á	 is too high), or

2) there is another vector x ^ yielding an almost identical standard deviation (fraction =;^;Y]= Z /] ).
The maximum allowed fraction �_= Z Y]=Á	'�`ENG4I and the minimum discrimination fraction �_=%^@Y]= Z �`EÅ>ba
are input options in Panel 4.5–1.3 . In order to reduce the computation time and decrease the number
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of alternative vectors one more condition is introduced if both frequencies ( 9 & and 9  ) are processed.
Using the geometry-free linear combination (see Chapter 9) we may write

9 > $0 V(' ldc > $V4' �  �fe  &e   � ��gK& � > $& V(' �dg  � > $ V(' B (15.16)

if the real-valued ambiguities � > $& V4' , � > $ V(' are taken into account. Instead of these real-valued ambigu-
ities we may use the alternative (integer) values � > $J & V(' , � > $J  V(' to compute the right-hand site of eqn.
(15.16): g & � > $J & V4' �dgÁ � > $J  V4'
The difference h �igK& � > $& V4' �dg  � > $ V(' �W�E�igK& � > $J & V(' �jg  � > $J  V(' � h
is actually the difference between the ionosphere bias which was estimated during the initial
ambiguity-free solution and the ionosphere bias which would be the result of the alternative
ambiguity-fixed solution. The difference has to be very small (see option Æ�°<¦<²·�ÒEÇ¤À'¯�¨<ÒE§·®�²È<°·® Ñ °<¨<²k�;l�§�²�°�°EÏ� in Panel 4.5–1.3 ).

It is almost mandatory to use the SEARCH strategy in rapid static mode. If both frequencies are
available ( 9 & and 9Å measurements are processed) usually several minutes of data are sufficient to
resolve the ambiguities and achieve an accuracy of about a centimeter. If only one frequency is pro-
cessed the observation interval has to be longer (usually about 30 minutes of data are sufficient). In
rapid static mode usually only short (up to several kilometers) baselines are processed.

The disadvantage of our SEARCH strategy has to be seen in the fact, that either all the ambiguities or
none are resolved. This may cause problems if long sessions are processed and/or very long baselines
are involved (see Figure 15.4).

15.3.6 QIF (Quasi Ionosphere-Free) Algorithm

We neglect the troposphere bias in eqns. (9.17a) and (9.17b) and do not explicitly write the receiver
and satellite indices miBn#BQA5B�W . Then the simplified form of the double difference observation equations
reads as 9 & � U%�Qc%lCg & û & (15.17)9  � U%� e  &e   p c%l�g  û  (15.18)

The corresponding equation for the ionosphere-free linear combination may thus be written as9 � � U ljo � �`U l Ze  & � e   � e &Wûn&0� e  û  �é� (15.19)

The initial least-squares adjustment using both frequencies 9 & and 9Å gives real-valued ambiguity
estimates p'& and p  and we may compute the corresponding ionosphere-free bias

�o � as�oI��� Ze  & � e   � e & p & � e  Hpz '�é� (15.20)
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This bias may be expressed in narrow-lane cycles (one cycle corresponding to a wavelength of g � �Z@Y·� e & l e  ��0/]�¡9rq , see Chapter 9):�p � � �o �g � � �o � p e & l e  Z � e &e &M� e  p�&M� e  e &n� e  p  � sS&tp�&LlVs  p  � (15.21)

Denoting the correct (resolved) integer ambiguity values by ûn&G> and û  $ ( A and W are not the satellite
indices) and introducing the associated 9 � -biasp � > $ ��sS&LûS>O&LlVs  û  $ (15.22)

we may use the difference between the real-valued and integer 9 � -bias� � > $ � h �p � �dp � > $ h (15.23)

as a criterion for the selection of the “best” pair of integers û &G> BQû  $ . However, many pairs û &G> BQû  $
give differences �<> $ of the same (small) order of magnitude. These pairs lie on a narrow band in the�Oûn&;BQû  � space. The equation for the center line of this band issS&LûS>¼&Wlds  û  $ � �p � � (15.24)

The band-width is essentially given by the rms of the bias

�p�� . A unique solution only results if it is
possible to limit the search range. The principle is shown in Figure 15.6.
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Figure 15.6: Search Ranges in �Oû & BQû  '� Space

The solid line corresponding to eqn. (15.24) goes through the real valued estimate �vp'&@B(p  � (shown
as o in figure) as well as through the point �Oûn&�w >�BQû  w $ � which is accepted as “true” solution. This line
represents an ionosphere–free combination (constant ionosphere-free bias). The second solid in Fig-
ure 15.6 represents the constant wide-lane ambiguity (accepted as “true” value) and goes through
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15.3 Ambiguity Resolution Algorithms

the point �Oûn&�w >xBQû  w $ � , too. The dashed rectangle represents a search range in �Oûn&@BQû  � space and the
dashed trapezoid represents the search range in �Oû & BQû 2 � space – equation (15.29).

The Role of the Ionosphere

For baselines longer than about 10 km processing of the two frequencies 98& and 9  separately does
not give sufficiently good initial real valued estimates p & and p� due to the influence of the ionospheric
refraction. Two types of models to reduce the ionospheric biases are considered (see also Chapter
13):

1) Satellite and Epoch Specific Ionosphere Estimation: one ionospheric correction c >V �O� $ � for
satellite A , receiver m and epoch �O� $ � is estimated. Estimating these parameters without any a priori
constraints would be equivalent to processing the ionosphere-free linear combination. If we want
to resolve the integer ambiguities it is necessary to constrain these parameters to within a few
decimeters. This constraining may be achieved by introducing an artificial observationc >V �O� $ �W�Qc >V w G �yx �O� $ �0�E� (15.25)

for each epoch with a non-zero a priori weight. The actual values c >V w G �zx �O� $ � may stem from an
ionosphere model, in many cases (baselines up to 500 km) even c >V w G �yx �O� $ �0�E� may be sufficient.
It is of course necessary to pre-eliminate all epoch-specific ionosphere parameters c >V w G �yx �O� $ �zBKAL�#BDó�B@�@�@�'BQû|{ ( û|{ is the number of satellites per epoch) after having processed epoch � $ , because
a “terrible” number of parameters would have to be handled in the normal equation system afterû~} epochs.

2) Deterministic Model: single-layer models developing the electron content in a layer of infin-
itesimal thickness in a height of about 350 km above the surface of the Earth into a series of har-
monical coefficients in latitude and hour angle of the Sun. Such a model should be used if long
baselines (500 km – 2000 km) are processed.

A combination of the two types of models may be used.

Implementation of the QIF Strategy

Let us denote by p &G> , p &G>65 , p &G>�7 the (real-valued) double difference 9 & ambiguities. Similarly by pz $ ,p  $ 5 and p  $ 7 the corresponding 9  ambiguities. Now, we check whether the pairp &G> B�p� $
or the pair p'&G>650�Vp'&G>878B�p  $ 50�Vp  $ 7(B
which, as a matter of fact, is a pair of double difference ambiguities again, meets the requirements to
be close to integers and may be accepted as the correct pair of integer ambiguities. Let us explain the
procedure in more detail. We compute the rms error for each 9 � ambiguity bias

�p � associated with a
pair p�&G>
B(p  $ or with a pair of differences p�&G> 5 �Vp'&G> 7 , p  $ 5 �Vp  $ 7 := �>=Á	 p \ s  & A+&Q&Ll óYsS&Ks  A.&  lVs   A  Q B (15.26)
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15. Initial Phase Ambiguities and Ambiguity Resolution

where A.&Q&¡��A��vp�&G>�B(p'&G>��0B�A.&  ��A��vp�&G>
B(p  $ �MB�A  Q ��A��vp  $ B(p  $ � (15.27)

in the case of pair p &G> B(p� $ ( Aé���@�@�~� is an element of the cofactor matrix) orA.&Q&ñ� A��vp'&G>�5@B(p'&G>�7��W� ó1A��vp'&G>�5@B(p'&G>�7��SlCAé�vp'&G>65@B(p�&G>�7��A &  � A��vp &G>�5 B(p� $ 5 �W�dAé�vp &G>65 B(pz $ 7 �W�dA��vp &G>�7 B(p� $ 5 �SlLAé�vp &G>�7 B(p� $ 7 � (15.28)A  Q � A��vp  $ 5@B(p  $ 5z�W� ó1A��vp  $ 5@B(p  $ 7;�SlCA��vp  $ 7NB(p  $ 7@�
in the case of pair of differences p &G>�5 �jp &G>�7 B�p� $ 5 �jp� $ 7 . We sort the ambiguity pairs in ascending
order of their = -values. For the ambiguity pair (or pair of the differences) with the smallest = (if this= is lower than the specified =M�K�D� ) we define the search ranges�ûn&Å� 6C476k�'�6�K&����*4¤Bö4i�E���@@�;�@�@�]�
48���D��û 2 � 6C476k�'�6�K&M�R�  �~�d�íB��í�E���@@�;�@�@�]��k�K�D� (15.29)�û  � �ûn&0� �û 2
and for each pair

�ûn&@B �û  of integers within the search range we compute the test value (15.23)�<��� h s & �vp & � �û & �SlVsÁ I�vpz ¡� �û  �� h � (15.30)

The pair associated with the smallest value � � is accepted as a solution, unless���/�ï� �K�D� B (15.31)

where ���K�D� is a user-defined maximum value. If no ambiguity set passed the test we proceed to the
next pair of ambiguities associated with the second smallest = . After having accepted one pair the
entire least-squares adjustment and the procedure described above are repeated. The ambiguities are
thus resolved iteratively. All or only a subset of ambiguity pairs may be resolved in the iteration
process.

15.4 Resolution Strategies

Let us now give comments and recommendations concerning the selection of the appropriate am-
biguity resolution strategy. All algorithms described in the previous section may be used either in
the baseline mode or in the session mode. However, for the sake of efficiency, we recommend to re-
solve the ambiguities in the baseline mode (processing each baseline separately) and then introduce
the resolved ambiguities as known quantities into the subsequent session processing. There are sev-
eral aspects determining the optimal ambiguity resolution strategy. Before selecting the strategy the
following questions should be answered:

1) Are phase measurements available on both carriers? If yes, are there high quality code measure-
ments on both carriers, too? (This is often not true under the A/S regime.)

2) How long is the baseline?

3) How long is the session?
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If only single frequency data are processed, there are not many possibilities how to resolve the am-
biguities. Either the SEARCH algorithm (for short sessions) or the SIGMA algorithm (for long ses-
sions) must be used. Only short (several kilometers) baselines should be processed.

If both frequencies are available, we have the following options:

1) For very short baselines (up to several kilometers) the ambiguities may be resolved independently
on 98& and 9  using the SIGMA algorithm (it is possible to do that in one program run, if both
carriers are processed). This case is similar to processing single frequency data.

2) For longer baselines (up to approximately 2000 km) it is possible to process both carriers together
and to try to resolve both ( 9 & and 9  ) ambiguities in the same run. The recommended strategies
are QIF for long sessions and baselines of almost arbitrary length and SEARCH for short sessions
and short baselines.

3) Use of the so-called wide-laning technique. In this case each baseline is processed twice. First the9 2 or Melbourne-Wübbena linear combination is processed, the wide-lane ( 9 2 ) ambiguities are
resolved and stored in the observation header file. In the subsequent run the 9 � linear combina-
tion is processed, the wide-lane ambiguities are introduced as known, and the narrow-lane ( 9 & )
ambiguities are resolved.

It was stated above that in the first step of the third strategy (wide-laning technique) either the 9 2 or
the Melbourne-Wübbena linear combination is processed. Using 9 2 (phase observations only) gets
satisfactory results up to baseline lengths of about 100 km (or longer if a good a priori ionosphere
model is used). In this case the processing steps are:

î Ambiguity-free 9 � solution saving the coordinate results to get good a priori coordinates for
the next step.î Wide-lane ( 9 2 ) ambiguity resolution fixing all coordinates on the values obtained in the pre-
vious step.î 9 � solution introducing the resolved 9 2 ambiguities and solving for the narrow-lane ambigu-
ities. In this third step the estimation of station-specific troposphere parameters is highly re-
commended (see Chapter 12 because the geometrical term � (including the tropospheric refrac-
tion) has to be accurately known – considering the small wavelength. Note that the estimation
of troposphere parameters is always recommended for long baselines when doing narrow-lane
ambiguity resolution or when using the QIF strategy.

The approach given above (using phase observations only) does not seem to have advantages over
the QIF strategy.

Resolving wide-lane ambiguities using the Melbourne-Wübbena linear combination is very reliable
and almost baseline-length independent. However, the quality of the code measurement is crucial.

The recommended strategies are summarized in Table 15.1:
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15. Initial Phase Ambiguities and Ambiguity Resolution

Baseline Length
short middle long� 10 km 10–100 km 100–2000 km

short SEARCH SEARCH –
session
long QIF or QIF QIF or
session SIGMA � & & �  SIGMA Melb.-Wüebb.

Table 15.1: Ambiguity Resolution Strategies
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16. Satellite and Receiver Clocks

In this chapter we describe how to obtain and use satellite and receiver clock information. Although
the Bernese GPS Software uses double differences the clocks play an important role. The observa-
tions stemming from different receivers should all be measured simultaneously, synchronized with
GPS time on the millisecond level because of the satellite clock dithering under SA. The receiver
clocks should be synchronized on the microsecond level with respect to GPS time.

An application, where the clocks play an important role, is precise single point positioning using
accurate satellite clock information. The IGS is providing, apart from accurate orbits, also accurate
satellite clock solutions. These clock readings can e.g. be used to obtain coordinate estimates at the
50 cm level using only code observations of one single receiver.

16.1 Satellite Clocks

Satellite clock information is available either in the RINEX navigation data or in the precise orbit
(SP3) file format. Both these formats have to be converted to a format suitable for the Bernese GPS
Software. The RINEX navigation file has to be converted to the Bernese broadcast file format by the
program RXNBV3, see Chapter 7 and Panel 2.7.2 . This broadcast format contains both the satellite
orbit and clock information. A separate clock file can be generated from the Bernese broadcast file
using the SATCLK program, Panel 3.8 .

The SP3 file format can be converted with the program PRETAB, Chapter 8. This program generates
two separate files, one for the satellite orbit and one for the clock information. The orbits will be in
the Bernese tabular format and the clocks in the Bernese satellite clock format.

For a description of file formats we refer to Chapter 23.

Satellite clocks are usually modeled by a low degree (1 or 2) polynomial. Therefore, when generating
a clock file with program PRETAB the user is requested to enter, a title for the clock file, an interval
length and a polynomial degree. We recommend to use a polynomial degree of 2 for each 12-hour
interval.

16.2 Receiver Clocks

Receiver clock information is not readily available and consequently has to be estimated prior to
forming single or double differences. In the Bernese GPS Software this is done by the program COD-
SPP, Chapter 10. This program performs a single point positioning using only code observations.
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For this step satellite clocks are required! Because satellite clocks are mandatory in CODSPP, the
program can read both file formats containing satellite clock information; the broadcast and the satel-
lite clock file formats.

The single point positioning step allows the microsecond level synchronization of the receivers with
respect to GPS time. This alignment to GPS time is achieved by using the satellite clock information.
The estimated receiver clock corrections will be saved in both the code and phase zero-difference
observation files.

Under SA (Selective Availability), mainly due to the clock dithering, the rms of the single point pos-
itioning will be of the order of 25 meters only. Without SA the rms should be around 5 meters. Even
large rms values of up to 300 meters should cause no real problems later on in the processing, be-
cause 300 meters correspond to 1 microsecond. Nevertheless one should have a careful look at such
results.

Within the IGS there are several Analysis Centers providing satellite clock estimates. These estimates
are, however, in most cases not aligned to GPS time but rather to one particular reference clock. Only
the clock estimates of CODE and the combined IGS clocks are aligned to GPS time. The clock offset
differences between GPS time and a particular reference clock may be as large as 1 microsecond. This
is something one should be aware of when using satellite clock information from different sources!

16.3 Precise Single Point Positioning

The IGS provides precise satellite clock information in addition to precise orbit information. The
(IGS) clock precision is estimated to be better than 1 nanosecond (30 cm). This satellite clock in-
formation, together with the orbits, makes it possible to perform precise single point positioning.
With the precision of both, the orbits and the clocks, being well below the noise of the code obser-
vations the positioning accuracy depends mainly on the code noise. For most geodetic receivers the
noise of the code observations is around 50 cm under AS (anti-spoofing) conditions and some 20 cm
without AS.

To make full use of the precise clock information we will have to repeat the PRETAB step, with
special options, to generate a new satellite clock file which contains the actual values from the precise
orbit file and not a polynomial fit. For this purpose the polynomial degree and interval should both be
set to zero (“0”). The resulting satellite clock file will only contain satellite clock information every
15 minutes because this is the standard IGS sampling rate in the SP3 files. This clock file should only
be used for precise point positioning!

After creating the satellite clock file (re)run the CODSPP program using this clock file and the stand-
ard orbit generated from the same precise orbit file as the clocks. BE VERY CAREFUL not to save
the estimated receiver clocks in the phase zero-difference files as they would contain clock correc-
tions only every 15 minutes. This would lead to severe problems when trying to process full-rate
phase data.

16.4 Clock Input in Other Programs

It is possible to use the satellite clocks in programs MAUPRP and GPSEST but only in the satel-
lite clock format. This possibility was created because in the early days of GPS not all receivers did
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measure near the full second. Therefore observation times could differ by hundreds of milliseconds.
To be able to process double differences corresponding to different epochs one has to account for the
satellite clock drift between “simultaneous” epochs. Of course this only works if SA is not turned on.
Nowadays SA is permanently turned on but fortunately the receivers are all measuring within one
millisecond of the full GPS second. So, although the possibility exists to use satellite clock inform-
ation during MAUPRP and GPSEST processing, this is not really necessary.

Because the receiver clocks are written into the zero-difference observation files by the program
CODSPP, this program has to be run. The receiver clock corrections are passed from the zero-
difference files to the single-difference files when forming baselines with the program SNGDIF,
Menu 3.4 and are then automatically used in all programs which process observations. For a de-
scription of the observation files and the clock corrections please refer to Chapter 23.

The Bernese GPS Software Version 4.0 does not include the possibility to estimate satellite clocks.
Satellite clock estimation is currently under development and will be available in the next release of
the software.
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17. Antenna Phase Center Offsets and
Variations

Motivation

In Chapter 9 we stated that GPS observations may be modeled by eqns. (9.14). Neglecting the clock
corrections and atmospheric biases (which are not relevant for the topic of this chapter) we have an
observation equation which (in the case of phase measurements) looks like9 > & V � U > V lCg & û > & V � (17.1)

The term U > V was declared to be “the geometrical distance between satellite A (at signal emission time)
and receiver m (at signal reception time � )”. However, if highest accuracy is required, this definition
is not sufficient. We have to specify the exact points with respect to which the geometrical distanceU > V should be measured. These points are called “antenna phase centers”.

17.1 Satellite Antenna Phase Centers

The precise position of the phase center of the satellite transmitting antenna with respect to the cen-
ter of mass of the satellite is given in file Î¡ª�¬�È<°�É�±�Æ�¦<¨�°�Ï<ÏÁÀ'¨Å �¨<¨�¨ , which has to be specified in
Panel 0.3.1 (see also Chapter 23):

â�ÚQÛ
×5ÖQÖzÞxÛ
×íâxÔQ×DøDÞxÝzÞ�øÜÙ5ÚQÛQÚ �Q��»1ä5ÚQá;»�¾5¸»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»D»Q»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»D»Q»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»Q»5»Q»Q»Q»D»Q»Q»5»áQÚ
Ù�ÞxÚQÛzÞ
Õ�àåÔ5á
×zâQâ�ØDá
×cäzÕxÙQ×5Öô�0Û5¾5¸
������� �¼áDÕ
ø�[äzÕxÙQ×5ÖåÛ�æ«ÝQÖzÞ�×Dß�×5ÖÜ×5ÛÜÚQÖ�æ ��¾Q¾5�z�çQÖDÕ
ø� ÚQàQÛ
×5àQàQÚ+Õ�ÝQÝDâx×5ÛDâP�hä@� ä5ÚDâQâ ÙQÔD� Ôz� áDÕ
ø�[äzÕxÙQ×5ÖÔ5áQà àDÕ#| Ù5÷ ÙQê ÙDú ���5ß�� ���'| ×@»���� ���'| ×@»�¾�� �¼Û4����æhâ�5�z�� � ��|k�
¹Q¾
����|7�Q�Q�Q�v�'|7�5�Q¸
¾ ¾Q¹5¸#| »���|k�z���5� ��|k¸�
�5� � �`�� � ��|k�
¹Q¾
����|7�Q�Q�Q�v�'|7�5�Q¸
¾ �Q¹Q��|k� ��|7�����Q¾ ��|7����¹Q� � �`�� � ��|k�
¹Q¾
����|7�Q�Q�Q�v�'|7�5�Q¸
¾ ¾Q¹5¸#| � �`�|Q|Q|
It is assumed that the phase center is the same for the 9 & and 9  carriers (and therefore also for all
the linear combinations of 9 & and 9  ) and that the phase center location remains constant. We will
see, that the location of the receiver antenna phase center depends on the direction the signal is com-
ing from. For satellite antenna we do im most cases not need to consider this direction-dependence
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because only the rays pointed towards the Earth (all of them having almost the same direction) are
relevant. If the satellite passes through the Earth’s shadow (for up to 55 minutes), however, it cannot
orient itself correctly with respect to the Sun and the resulting mis-orientation of the satellite leads
to biases in the geometrical distance (up to about 10 cm for very long baselines). There is also a
dynamical effect caused by this mis-orientation: the solar-panels-axis is no longer perpendicular to
the direction Sun ��� satellite and the solar radiation pressure force becomes very difficult to model.
Both effects, the geometrical and the dynamical, are not taken into account by the software. The es-
timation of satellite antenna offsets ( Panel 4.5–2.4.9 ) may be used to study the satellite antenna
orientation in more detail.

To apply the antenna phase center positions from the file ÎÅª�¬GÈ<°<É�±·Æ#¦<¨�°<Ï�Ï=À'¨¡ G¨�¨<¨ correctly it is ne-
cessary to know, if the satellite positions (given in precise orbit file Ín �©�²�° ) represent the positions
of the center of mass (which is the normal case) or directly the positions of the antenna phase center.
The user has to specify this in Panel 3.3–1 when running program ORBGEN. The Bernese and the
IGS orbits always refer to the center of mass of the satellite.

17.2 Receiver Antenna Phase Centers and their Variations

In the case of receiver antennas the situation is more complicated because the GPS signals come from
different directions (from different satellites) and the position of the antenna phase center depends
on this direction. This direction-dependence is what we call antenna phase center variations. We
also have to take into account that the antenna phase center positions and the antenna phase center
variations are not identical for 98& and 9  carriers. Because the antenna phase center variations are
antenna-type-dependent this effect has to be carefully modeled if different antenna types are used
simultaneously. Mainly the relative station height is affected. The bias may reach values up to 10 cm
– independent of the baseline length. If only antennas of the same type are used, the main effect is
a scale factor in the network of up to about 0.015 ppm due to the fact that for long distances the
antennas “see” the same satellite under different elevation angles.

In the Bernese GPS Software we use the following antenna phase center variation correction:)��L�"?ÅB5���M�e)�� � �"?ÅB5���L� )�� 	 lC� r p e B (17.2)

where?«B5� �@�@� is the azimuth and the zenith distance of the satellite,)�� 	 �@�@� is a constant phase offset uniquely defined by asking)��n�"?ÅB5�<�M�E�cB� r �@�@� defines the position of the “mean antenna phase center offset” with respect to the an-
tenna reference point. This vector becomes uniquely defined by imposing the con-
dition  ��  g 	V¡`¢�£�¤�

¡
g 	 )��n�"?ÅB5���c254768� d � d ?q� min. � e.g. �zEHG(Ic��¥§¦ o �M�

The antenna reference points are defined for different antenna types in RINEX
and IGS standards. For most antenna types the reference points are given in fileÎÅª�¬GÈ�°�É�±<¦<É�¨�°�É�É<¦¡ �È�²�¦ .
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e �@�@� denotes the unit vector in the direction antenna ��� satellite, and)�� � �"?ÅB5��� �@�@� is the function modeling the phase center variations.

The correction )��n�"?«B5��� is added to the geometrical distance U > V of eqn. (17.1).

In the Bernese GPS Software two different model functions )�� � �"?«B5��� may be used:

1) Piece-wise linear function in elevation (and optionally in the azimuth): polygon approach.

2) Spherical harmonic function of maximum degree û EHG(I and maximum order ð ENG4I J û ENG4I :

)�� � �"?«B5���«� a ¢;£�¤¨a g & a¨E gª©¬«þ|a]E.�"9;:<2=ó#���«�_ka®E´9;:�2·ð ?Tljp
a]E 25476 ð ?0�MB (17.3)

where «¯±°®² are normalized associated Legendre functions of degree ³ and order ´ , and  °®²Fµ(¶(°]²
are the coefficients of the harmonic series development.

The receiver antenna phase center offsets · r and the coefficient defining the function ¸�¹%ºi»_¼ µ4½k¾ are
given in file ¿NÀkÁiÂ�°�Ã�±�Ä�ÅkÆ<ÇkÈ<É®Â<ÇtÊËMÌ . The first part of this file looks like:

Í
Î`Ï�Ð4ÑSÒ�ÓÍ�Ð�ÔHÕDÖ4×�ØÙÛÚ ÜtÝ4Þ�Ó(×`ÐFßDÐ4Ò�àÐ4áSâ4Ó�á
Õ`Ó�à
ÕÎDÒ(× ã�ÙÛä`å�æ(Ò(Øç�èä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4äáÐ(ßDÐÛÕ�â�Ð4áFàé�Ý�Ð Ó�Ò�àÐ4Ò�Ò�Óê×�ëDÒíì�áÐ
î�Ý4Þ�Ó(×`ÐFßDÐ4Ò�àÐ4áêÎDì�ì(×`Ð4à(×ðïñÍyòÓ�Ò�àÐ4Ò�Ò�Óóàé�Ý�Ð ì�á(Î`Í à(Î Ñ(ô Ò(ÎDá�à�Þ Ð4Ó(×Dà æ4Ý ìÍ4àô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôõô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôSô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô ô ô�ô§ö�ô�ô�ô�ôSô�ô§ö�ô�ô�ô�ôFô�ô§ö�ô�ô�ô�ô ôö�ö�öö�ö�öà�á
Õ�Í4÷�ÑÐFø4Ù�Ù�Ù4×�×`Ð Ùùç�ç�ç�ç�ç�ç Ú Ù@ö8Ù�ÙÛÚ`úêä�Ù@ö8Ù�ÙÛÚ`ûíÙ@ö8Ù�ü4ú
Ú ûà�áSÖDÐ
Î`ÏSÑrÚ`ëDÑ(ûýÖDÝ û ä�Ù@ö8Ù�ÙÛÚ�Ú�Ù@ö8Ù�ÙÛÚ�üóÙ@ö8Ù�è�ç4ûö�ö�ö
In the first part of the file the phase center offset · r is given (north, east, and up components). Please
note the difference between the offsets for the first and the second carrier. In the example file above
the antenna offsets are common for all the antennas of the same type (antenna numbers between 0
and 999999). The format flag ( þ�ÿ�� ) indicates that the antenna phase center variation model is given
in the second part of the file:

ö�ö�öáÐ(ßDÐÛÕ�â�Ð4áFàé�Ý�Ð Ó�Ò�àÐ4Ò�Ò�ÓSàé�Ý�Ð ì�á(Î`Í à(Î àé�Ý Ï]ï��Ûò Ï]ï�Óròô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô¬ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô¬ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôSô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôóô�ô�ô ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôà�á
Õ�Í4÷�ÑÐFø4Ù�Ù�Ù4×�×`Ð à�áSÖDÐ
Î`ÏSÑrÚ`ëDÑ(ûSÖDÝ Ùýç�ç�ç�ç�ç�ç Ú ú�ã�è�ÙÓ���� Ù ú Ú�Ù Ú`ú ûÙ û�ú ã�Ù ã4ú ø4Ù ö�ö�öÑrÚ Ù Ù@ö8Ù�Ù Ú ö���Ù ø�ö8è�Ù �@ö6Ú�ÙõÚ�Ú ö8ü�Ù Úiø�ö�úÙ Ú�è@ö6Ú�ÙõÚ�è@ö8ç�Ù Ú�è@ö8ç�Ù ö�ö�öÑ(û Ù Ù@ö8Ù�Ù Ù@ö8ã�Ù Ù@ö8ç�Ù Ú ö���Ù ã@ö8Ù�Ù ø�ö6Ú�Ù ø�ö8ç�Ù ú§öbø4Ù ú§ö8è�Ù ö�ö�öö�ö�ö
In this case the model with piece-wise linear functions is used ( �
	�Ä =1). The step in azimuth ¯���Æ� is����� o, which means that no azimuth dependence is considered. Let us point out that all phase center
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offsets and variations for different antenna types in file ¿HÀkÁ�Â<°�Ã�±�Ä�Å�Æ�Ç�È<É]Â�Ç ÊDËMÌ are given relative to
each other. This means, that one antenna type had to be selected as a reference by setting

¸�¹ º »_¼ µ4½k¾�� ¸�¹�©�� ���
It may be seen in file ¿HÀ�ÁiÂ�°�Ã�±kÄ�ÅkÆ<Ç�È�É®Â<ÇtÊDË%Ì that the antenna phase center offsets and antenna phase
center variations are different for both carriers. The antenna phase center corrections for a linear com-
bination of ��� and ��� observations are computed by forming the correspondent linear combination
of ¸�¹�� � »_¼ µ4½k¾ and ¸�¹�� � »_¼ µ4½k¾ .
17.3 Estimation of the Receiver Antenna Phase Center Variations

The receiver antenna phase center offsets and variations may stem either from chamber measure-
ments or from estimations using GPS data.

The chamber measurements are performed in anechoic test chambers where one specific antenna
is mounted on a positioner that may rotate the antenna around two independent axes and shift it in
three directions. The transmitting antenna is kept fixed while the receiving antenna (to be tested) is
rotated through zenith angles from

�
90 to  90 degrees for various azimuth values. To rotate the

test antenna as precisely as possible around the “mean” phase center for the actual measurements,
the antenna is first shifted with respect to the center of rotation until the phase center variations with
elevation are minimal and as symmetrical as possible for zenith angles corresponding to

� ½
and  ½

degrees. Apart from the recording of the antenna phase values using a strip-chart recorder, the signal
amplitude and axial ratio pattern are common measurements in chamber tests. These recordings have
to be performed for both GPS carrier frequencies. Finally the location of the center of rotation with
respect to a physical point on the test antenna, e.g. the antenna reference points (ARP) as defined
by the IGS, has to be determined. For more details on chamber measurements we refer to [Schupler
et al., 1994].

Estimation of Phase Center Variations using GPS Data

The second possibility to determine the variations of the antenna phase centers is a GPS calibra-
tion campaign. The effort for setting up such a campaign is considerably smaller than collecting the
chamber measurements. The resulting accuracy is comparable with that of the chamber tests but the
disadvantage is that only relative corrections (differences between antenna types) may be estimated.
Therefore at least one reference antenna has to be introduced as “known” (phase center offset and
variations).

The Bernese GPS Software provides the possibility to estimate the antenna phase center offsets as
well as the phase center variations. However, these options are not supported by the menu system. It
is necessary to prepare the É�! file manually using an ASCII editor (for details how to start programs
without using the menu system we refer to Chapter 3). The relevant parts of the É�! file is
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Ó�Ò�àÐ4Ò�Ò�ÓýÝ4Þ�Ó(×`Ð ßDÐ4Ò�àÐ4áSÝ4Ó�á�ÓÍ�Ð4àÐ4á(×§Ôä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä ôÝÛÕ�Ð(ßDÐyä#"ÛÕ×`Ð Ñ
Õ`ÒÐ4Ó�áFìDæ(Ò4ßà
ÕÎDÒ(× ï6ß4ÎDÒ�à
Õ`ÒDæÛÎ�æÛ×
ò $ Úß4Î`Ð4ì�ì
ÕDß(Õ�Ð4Ò�à(× ÎDìSÞ�Ó�áÍ
ÎDÒ
ÕDßÓ�ÑFìDæ(Ò4ßà
ÕÎDÒ(× $íû ä�ä&% Ô ÚÓ�Ò�à�ötÒDæ4Í4÷Ð4á(× 'Ý4Ò�à(×�ë`Ï�Ð(ÖááÐ(ßDÐÛÕ�â�Ð4á Ò�ÓÍ�Ð Ó�Ò�àÐ4Ò�Ò�ÓSÒ�ÓÍ�Ð ì�á(Î`Í à(Î ì�á(î§öKÐ4Ñ�ötÓ(�@ö ×4ÕDÖDÍ4Ó�ïñÍyòì ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôSô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôóô ô�ô�ô�ô ô�ô§ö�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôä�ä&%�ÔáÐ(ßDÐÛÕ�â�Ð4áFÓ�Ò�àÐ4Ò�Ò�ÓêÎDì�ì(×`Ð4à(×§Ôä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä Ð
×Dà*)ôÒrä�ß4Î`Í�Ý
ÎDÒÐ4Ò�àêÎDìýÓ�Ò�àÐ4Ò�Ò�Ó ä�ä&% Ô�ÙÐyä�ß4Î`Í�Ý
ÎDÒÐ4Ò�àêÎDìýÓ�Ò�àÐ4Ò�Ò�Ó ä�ä&% Ô�Ùæzä�ß4Î`Í�Ý
ÎDÒÐ4Ò�àêÎDìýÓ�Ò�àÐ4Ò�Ò�Ó ä�ä&% Ô�ÙÓ�Ò�à�ötÒDæ4Í4÷Ð4á(× ×4ÕDÖDÍ4Ó�ïñÍyòáÐ(ßDÐÛÕ�â�Ð4á Ò�ÓÍ�Ð Ó�Ò�àÐ4Ò�Ò�ÓSÒ�ÓÍ�Ð ì�á(Î`Í à(Î ì�á(î Þ(ÎDá
Õ+�@ö â�Ð4á�à�öì ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôSô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôóô�ô�ô§ö�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôíô�ô§ö�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôä�ä&%�Ô
If piece-wise linear functions are used to model the phase center variations loose a priori constraints
have to be put on each parameter to prevent the normal equation system from becoming singular
because of the arbitrary constant ¸�¹ © in eqn. (17.2).

The representation of the antenna phase center variations by a series of spherical harmonics is phys-
ically more meaningful, in particular for the azimuth-dependent variations, but the polygon model
may be introduced more easily into other software packages (linear interpolation between tabular
values). You may even estimate spherical harmonics coefficients and save the results in the form of
polygonal model (see internal names Ä�ÅkÆ<Ç�,<Ç@Â and Ä�ÅkÆ<Ç�,<Ç§Å in GPSEST Ã�! file).

It is also clear from eqns. (17.2) that the station heights have to be fixed on known ground truth values.
The remaining two components of the station position has to be fixed, too, if azimuth-dependent
variations are determined. Fixing the horizontal position is not necessary if the antennas are rotated
during the test campaign. The Bernese GPS Software handles this procedure by using the antenna-
rotation file. An example for such a file may be found in ¿NÀkÁ4É Ã�¿�±<°�¿�Æ�ÿ<Ä
-�°�ÊiÆ/.�É :

áÐ(ßDÐÛÕ�â�Ð4áFÓ�Ò�àÐ4Ò�Ò�ÓêÎDá
Õ�Ð4Ò�à�Ó�à
ÕÎDÒ(× ÙÛÚ�ä`åDÓ�Òrä�çøä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4äáÐ(ßDÐÛÕ�â�Ð4áFàé�Ý�Ð Ó�Ò�àÐ4Ò�Ò�Óê×�ëDÒ ×`Ð
×�×�Ó(�(Õ�Íæ(à�ÞÓ�Ò�àÐ4Ò�Ò�Óóàé�Ý�Ð ì�á(Î`Í à(Î Ï�Ð(Öô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôõô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôSô�ô�ô�ô�ô�ôóô�ô�ô�ô ô�ô�ôá(ÎÖ`æ4Ðê×DÒ�árä0��Ù�Ù�Ù û
Ú�Ùø û
Ú�ÙøóÙ�ÙÛÚ�Ú ûü�ÙÏ
ÎDá�ÒÐSÍ4Ó�á4Ö4ÎDÑ
Õ`ÒSàá(ÎÖ`æ4Ðê×DÒ�árä0��Ù�Ù�Ù ãÛÚ�Ùø ãÛÚ�ÙøóÙ�ÙÛÚ�Ú ûü�ÙÏ
ÎDá�ÒÐSÍ4Ó�á4Ö4ÎDÑ
Õ`ÒSà
The user has to specify the name of the antenna-rotation file in Ã -file of GPSEST (the internal name
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– see Chapter 3 – is ÆkÃ
��Æ/.�É ). When estimating the phase center variations, one and the same set of
coefficients may be estimated from several antennas of the same type (grouping of antennas).

We refer to [Rothacher et al., 1995b] for details about the setup of the calibrations campaign. The
first problem which has to be solved is how to determine the correct station positions (ground truth).
It is e.g. possible to use the following approach: let us assume that the calibration campaign consists
of two sessions (the sessions should be quite long - at least 24 hours) and let us further assume that
only two antennas were present. We select one antenna as reference. We want to estimate the antenna
phase center variations ¸�¹ º » ½�¾
(for the sake of simplicity we do not assume any azimuth dependence). Processing the first session
(without estimating antenna phase center offsets and/or variations) the resulting relative position of
both stations is corrupted by an unknown mean antenna phase center offset ¸ r. If we exchange both
antennas before the second session, the result of the second session is corrupted by

� ¸ r. The mean
position (stemming from processing both sessions together) is correct. Now, it is possible to fix the
station positions and to compute the coefficients defining the function ¸�¹;ºv» ½k¾ .
Let us include an example from a campaign described in [Rothacher et al., 1995b]:
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Figure 17.1: Trimble Antennas: Spherical Harmonics Development of Degree 10 Estimated from
GPS Data
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18. Combination of Solutions

18.1 Motivation

The increasing number of permanent GPS stations all over the world and the associated big number
of observations to be processed ask for sequential processing methods. A “conventional” processing
of all observations in one step using e.g. GPSEST may be appropriate for small campaigns (a few
days with 24 hour sessions with about 10-20 sites). The computing power available today does no
allow to go far beyond this limit.

The program ADDNEQ was therefore developed to compute multi-session solutions from the (stat-
istically correct) combination of a set of single-session solutions. The theory of combining sequen-
tial solutions is well-known in geodesy since [Helmert, 1872]. Sequential adjustment techniques are
in general independent of the observation types of the individual solutions. This implies e.g. that
also results from different techniques (classical geodetic techniques or space techniques GPS, SLR,
VLBI, DORIS) might be combined. Here we focus on the combination of GPS results, only.

Normal equations may be stored for a sequence of solutions including all possible types of unknown
parameters (coordinates, troposphere, orbit parameters, earth rotation parameters, nutation paramet-
ers, center of mass, satellite antenna offsets, etc.).

The special features of the normal equation stacking methods, described in Section 18.3, allow an
extremely rapid and flexible computation of many solution types, without going back to the original
observations (e.g. new definition of the geodetic datum, specification of a priori sigmas for different
parameters types, etc.).

We focus on applications and different processing strategies using normal equations in Section 18.4.
The computation of velocities from campaign results or from results achieved from permanent GPS
networks is one important applications. Another topic is the combination of GPS solutions of dif-
ferent Analysis Centers for the purpose of the densification of the terrestrial reference frame using
GPS.

A description of the programs COMPAR and ADDNEQ is given in the Sections 18.6 and 18.7. An-
swers to “frequently asked questions” concerning parameter and normal equation handling conclude
this chapter.
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18.2 Basic Theory of Least-Squares Estimation

18.2.1 Least-Squares Estimation

The observation equations in the Gauss-Markoff Model (GMM) of full rank is given e.g. by [Koch,
1988] 2 »43 ¾ �6587 ; 9>»43 ¾ �;: �=<?>@� (18.1)

with5 ³BADC matrix of given coefficients with full rank E�Fk³HG�5I�8C ; 5 is also called design matrix,7 CJALK vector of unknowns,3 ³LALK vector of observations,< ³LA�³ positive definite weight matrix,³ µ C number of observations, number of unknowns,2 »+M ¾ operator of expectation,9�»+M ¾ operator of dispersion,: � variance of unit weight (variance factor).

The observation equations of Chapter 9 may be written in this form. For ³?NOC the equation system5O78�P3 is not consistent. With the addition of the residual vector Q to the observation vector 3 one
obtains a consistent but ambiguous system of equations, also called system of observation equations:3R SQT�65U7 with

2 »#Q ¾ �PV and 9B»#Q ¾ �P9B»43 ¾ �6: �W<J>@� � (18.2)

Eqns. (18.1) and (18.2) are formally identical.
2 »#Q ¾ �PV , because

2 »43 ¾ �;5O7 , and 9>»#Q ¾ �P9>»43 ¾
follows from the law of error propagation.
The method of least-squares asks for restrictions for the observation equations (18.1) or (18.2). The
parameter estimates 7 should minimize the quadratic formX »Y7 ¾ � K: � »43 � 5U7 ¾ º < »43 � 5U7 ¾ (18.3)

where »43 � 5U7 ¾ º is the transposed matrix of »43 � 5U7 ¾ . The introduction of the condition
X »Y7 ¾�Z

min. is necessary to lead us from the ambiguous observation equations (18.1) or (18.2) to an unam-
biguous normal equation system (NEQ system) for the determination of 7 .
The establishment of minimum values for

X »Y7 ¾ leads to a system of C equations [ X »Y7 ¾]\ [^7_�`V ,
also called normal equations.
The following formulae summarize the Least-Squares Estimation (LSE) in the Gauss-Markoff
Model:
Normal equations: 5 º < 5ba78�65 º < 3 (18.4)

Estimates:
of 7dcea7U� »45 º < 5 ¾ >@� 5 º < 3 (18.5)
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of the (variance-)covariance matrix: 9>» a7 ¾ � a: � »45 º < 5 ¾ >@�
(18.6)

of the observations: a3f�65 a7 (18.7)

of the residuals: aQT� a3 � 3 (18.8)

of the quadratic form:
X K �� aQ º < aQ g���h3 º < 3 � 3 º < 5 a7 (18.9)

of the variance of unit weight (variance factor): a: � � X \ »6³ � C ¾ (18.10)

Degree of freedom / Redundancy: i �>³ � C (18.11)

Normal equation matrices: 5 º < 5 , 5 º < 3 , »43 º < 3 ¾ (18.12)

This algorithm is used in the parameter estimation program GPSEST ( Menu 4.5 ).

18.2.2 Parameter Pre-elimination

Pre-elimination of parameters is a basic procedure to reduce the dimension of the NEQ system
without loosing information (apart from the parameters pre-eliminated). Here we do not give the
mathematical proof. For more information see e.g. [Brockmann, 1996].
The pre-elimination formulas basically compute the effect of the pre-eliminated parameters on the
other (remaining) parameters of the normal equation system. As a result the normal equation matrices
(18.12) are modified. Pre-elimination therefore is NOT equivalent to cancelling the corresponding
lines and columns of the normal equations.
Pre-elimination of parameters using covariance matrices as opposed to pre-elimination using normal
equations is much easier. The determination of partial covariance matrices is identical to removing
the corresponding rows and columns of the parameters which have to be eliminated from the cov-
ariance matrix.
Pre-elimination of parameters is possible with both, program GPSEST ( Panel 4.5–2.4 , op-
tion Ä�Æ
,kÆ�ÿ�j
�kj
,>Ä
,kjl!mj
-%Ézÿ;É®Ã�Æk�%É�n@Ã ) and program ADDNEQ ( Panel 4.8.1–2 , option Ä�Æk,�Æ�ÿ/j^��j^,Ä^,�jl!ojk-MÉ ÿ;É ÃkÆ
�;É�n§Ã ). It is the responsibility of the user to decide at which stage of the processing
to pre-eliminate parameters from the NEQ system (mainly a question of processing time and disk
space). More information is given in Section 18.4 and in the examples in Chapter 4.
Let us distinguish between the pre-elimination options p;É (before Inversion), Æ%É (after inversion),
and j�Ä (epoch-wise, GPSEST only):p%É À Pre-elimination of a parameter before inversion.

Used mainly for ambiguity parameters in GPSEST (if there remain unresolved ambigu-
ities from previous GPSEST runs) or for troposphere parameters in ADDNEQ (if they were
stored previously in the normal equations) to reduce the number of unknowns in the com-
bined solution.Æ%É À Pre-elimination of a parameter after inversion.
Used in GPSEST and ADDNEQ to store only the parameters of interest in the normal equa-
tion files. Ambiguity parameters should be pre-eliminated using option Æ%É in GPSEST if
normal equations are stored.
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18. Combination of Solutionsj�Ä À Pre-elimination of a parameter directly after each observation epoch.
Used in GPSEST for epoch-specific parameters as e.g. kinematic coordinates or stochastic
ionosphere parameters.

18.2.3 Sequential Least-Squares Estimation

In this section we review the concept of sequential least-squares estimation techniques. The result of
a LSE using all observations in one step is the same as when splitting up the LSE in different parts
and combining the results later.
To prove the identity of both methods we first solve for the parameters according to the common
adjustment in one adjustment step. Thereafter we verify that the same result is obtained using a se-
quential adjustment.
Let us start with the observation equations:3 �  e � � 5 � 7�q with 9>»43 � ¾ �6: �� <J>@��3 �  e � � 5 � 7�q with 9>»43 � ¾ �6: �� <J>@�� �

(18.13)

In this case we divide the observation array 3sr (containing all observations) into two independent
observation series 3 � and 3 � . We would like to estimate the parameters 7�q common to both parts
using both observation series 3 � and 3 � . We assume furthermore, that there are no parameters which
are relevant for one of the individual observation series, only. This assumption is meaningful if we
pre-eliminate “uninteresting” parameters according to Section 18.2.2.
The proof of the equivalence of both methods is based on the assumption that both observation series
are independent.
The division into two parts is general enough. If both methods are leading to the same result we
might derive formulae for additional sub-divisions by assuming one observation series to be already
the result of an accumulation of different observation series.

18.2.3.1 Common Adjustment

In matrix notation we may write the observation equations (18.13) in the form:t 3 �3 �Ru  t Qv�Q � u � t 5d�5 � uxw 7�qzy
with 9B» t 3 �3 �{u ¾ �6: �r t <J>@�� VV <J>@�� u (18.14)

which is equivalent to 3srH |Q r �65 r 7�q with 9>»43Hr ¾ �6: �r < >@�r � (18.15)

The matrices 3 r , Q r , 5 r , 7 q , and
< >@�r may be obtained from the comparison of eqn. (18.15) with

eqn. (18.14). The independence of both observation series is given by the special form of the disper-
sion matrix (zero values for the off diagonal elements). Substitution of the appropriate values for 3sr ,5 r and 7�q in eqn. (18.4) leads to the normal equation system of the LSE:w 5 º � < � 5 �  S5 º � < � 5 � y w a7}r yD� w 5 º � < � 3 �  ~5 º � < � 3 � y � (18.16)
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18.2.3.2 Sequential Least-Squares Adjustment

In a first step the sequential LSE treats each observation series independently. An estimation is per-
formed for the unknown parameters using only the observations of a particular observation series.
In a second step the contribution of each sequential parameter estimation to the common estimation
is computed.
Starting with the same observation equations as in the previous section, eqns. (18.13), we may write3 �  SQv��� 5��H7�� with 9>»43 � ¾ �6: �� <J>@��3 �  SQ � � 5 � 7�� with 9>»43 � ¾ �6: �� < >@�� (18.17)

or, in more general notation:3��l SQ � � 5 � 7�� with 9�»43H� ¾ �6: �� < >@�� , ����K µ g (18.18)

where the vector 7�� denotes the values of the common parameter vector 7�q satisfying observation
series 3 � only.

First step: Solving for each individual NEQ

The normal equations for the observation equation systems ����K µ g may be written according to eqn.
(18.4) as w 5 º� < � 5 � y w a7 � y � w 5 º� < � 3 � y (18.19)9>»�a7 � ¾ � a: ��v� 5 º� < � 5 ��� >@�� a: ��^� � with ����K µ g�� (18.20)

Step 2: A posteriori LSE

In this a posteriori LSE step the estimation for a7}r is derived using the results of the individual solu-
tions (18.19) and (18.20) obtained in the first step.
The pseudo-observation equations set up in this second step have the following form3H���� SQ �(� �P5 �(� a7�r with 9>»43H�(� ¾ �6: �r <J>@��(� (18.21)

or more explicitly:t a7 �a7 � u  t Qv�0���Q � ��� u � t��� u a7 r with 9>» t a7 �a7 � u ¾ �6: �r t � � VV � � u �
The results of the individual estimations a7 � and � � are thus used to form the combined LSE. The
interpretation of this pseudo-observation equation system is easy: Each estimation is introduced as
a new observation using the associated covariance matrix as the corresponding weight matrix.
The normal equation system may be written as:5 º �(� < �(� 5 �(� a7 r �65 º �(� < ��� 3 �(� (18.22)
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or more explicitly w � º µ � º y t � >@�� VV � >@�� u t �� u a7 r��� � º µ � º�� t � >@�� VV � >@�� u t a7 �a7 � u � (18.23)

Substituting the results for � >@�� we obtainw 5 º � < � 5 �  ~5 º � < � 5 � y a7�r � w 5 º � < � 3 �  ~5 º � < � 3 � y
(18.24)

which is identical with eqn. (18.19). This simple superposition of normal equations, also called
stacking of normal equations, is always possible if the individual observation series are independent
(which is the case if the dispersion matrix has the form (18.14)).

18.2.3.3 Computation of the Combined RMS

In the previous section we only considered the combined parameter estimation. Sequential LSE leads
to identical results for the a posteriori estimate of the variance of unit weight:X r � ²� ��� � 3 º� < � 3H� � ²� ��� � 3 º� < � 5 � a7 r (18.25)a: �r � � ²���� � 3 º� < � 3H� � ²���� � 3 º� < � 5 � a7 r�� \ i r � (18.26)

The importance of the “third normal equation part” 3~º < 3 (see eqn. 18.12) is clearly seen in this
formula. We refer to [Brockmann, 1996] for a complete discussion.

18.3 Special Features of Combining Normal Equations

Special features are “the salt in the soup” when dealing with normal equations. Here we present only
some important ones. Most of them may be derived from general parameter transformation rules
applied to normal equations (see [Brockmann, 1996]).

18.3.1 Constraining Parameters

In general, the observations of a given type are not sensitive to all parameters in a theoretical model.
In this case the normal equations (NEQs) are singular.
Additional information, or constraints, must be introduced into the least-squares solution to make
the normal equations non-singular. But also for parameters which would be estimated with a very
high rms additional constraints may be useful. Let us introduce “exterior” information concerning
the parameters � 7U�6�_ SQ�� with 9>»4� ¾ �6: � < >@�� (18.27)

where
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18.3 Special Features of Combining Normal Equations� E AzC matrix with given coefficients with E�F�³HG � �8E ,E number of constraining equations with EB¡UC ,7 vector of unknown parameters with dimension CJALK ,� E ALK vector of known constants,Q � E ALK residual vector, and< >@�� dispersion matrix of the introduced constraining equations with dimension E AzE .
If the constraints are non-linear a linearization has to be performed through a first order Taylor series
expansion.
We may interpret the constraints (18.27) as additional pseudo-observations or as fictitious observa-
tions. That leads us to the observation equations:t 3� u  t Q�¢Q�� u � t 5� u a7 with 9�» t 3� u ¾ �6: � t < >@� VV < >@�� u (18.28)

or to the associated NEQ system:»45 º < 5£ � º < � � ¾ a7O�P5 º < 3¤ � º < � � � (18.29)

The equation shows, that we may superpose the terms
� º < � � and

� º < � � to the original normal
equation system to incorporate a priori information on the parameters. The values of these quantities
have to be stored in the normal equation files (or in the SINEX files (see Section 23.8.12)). The terms
have to be removed if a “free” solution (without any a priori constraints) has to be created.
Constraints may be introduced in GPSEST and ADDNEQ for the following parameter types:¥ coordinates: absolute constraints (station weights), station fixing, free network constraints,¥ velocities: absolute and relative (concerning sites) constraints,¥ troposphere: absolute and relative (in time) constraints,¥ orbit: Keplerian, dynamical, stochastic parameters,¥ center of mass,¥ earth rotation parameters: absolute constraints (UT1 and nutation absolute value has to be con-

strained to a VLBI value) and continuity constraints,¥ satellite antenna offsets.

The most important features dealing mainly with the first three types of parameters are explained in
more detail in the application part of this chapter.

18.3.2 Introducing Additional Parameters

The introduction of additional parameters is possible even if these parameter types have not been
set up in the individual normal equations. Site motion parameters, or site velocities, are an example
for such parameter types. It is necessary, that the influence of these parameters may be neglected
within the individual normal equations. E.g. for the site velocities the influence of the site motion
may actually be neglected for the time span of one day. How to estimate velocities is shown later on.
Another example for the set up of additional parameters is the estimation of Helmert parameters
between individual solutions (see Section 23.8.13).
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18.3.3 Independence of the A Priori Information

The a priori values of the parameters used is also stored in the normal equations. That is important
because the normal equations refer to the parameter increments (the difference between the estim-
ated final parameter values and the a priori values). The normal equations may be transformed to
an arbitrary set of a priori parameter values if higher order terms of the original non-linear observa-
tion equations may be neglected. The transformation to new a priori values is done automatically (if
necessary) without user interaction.

18.3.4 Free Network Constraints

Free network solutions are optimal to define the geodetic datum with a minimum number of con-
straints, without fixing or constraining particular site coordinates. This option is well-suited to ana-
lyse inconsistencies in the reference site coordinates.
A geodetic datum may be defined in the following way:¥ An a priori network is defined by selecting a list of sites (in the Menu system of ADDNEQ

“fixed” sites are used for this purpose).¥ Helmert parameters may be specified (translations, rotations, scale). Depending on the selec-
tion of these parameters, the final parameter estimation has the property that the network results
show no translations / rotations / scale with respect to the a priori network (this network has
to be specified, too).

More information may be found in Section 18.7.3.

18.3.5 Reduction of the Number of Unknown Parameters

As opposed to adding new parameters it is also possible to reduce the number of unknown paramet-
ers in the normal equations. An important application is the reduction of the number of troposphere
parameters. If you have e.g. estimated (and stored into NEQ files) 12 troposphere parameters per
site and day, you have the possibility to reduce the number of parameters to 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6 values
per day and site. This option is available in Panel 4.8.1–2.2 , option Ã^¦�ÿ�pkj
,dn@þ�Ä�Æ
,kÆ�ÿ/j^�kj
,<ÇLÄ
j
,§ Æ
	 . See also Section 18.7.6.

18.3.6 Limitations of NEQ Stacking

Let us also mention what is not possible using ADDNEQ:¥ model modifications which are highly time-dependent (e.g. a different tropospheric mapping
function, different a priori tide model, etc.),¥ ambiguity resolution,¥ different basic observation types (e.g. to switch from � � and � � to ��¨ , etc.).
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18.4 Applications and Strategies using Normal Equations

It is possible to combine results based on normal equations without loss of information. Figure 18.1
shows an example how results are combined at CODE. Starting from cluster solutions network solu-
tions are created. These results are then used for long-arc applications. Finally weekly, monthly, or
annual solutions may be created. ©©©©©©

©©©©©©

ª©«
¬© «

¬ 

Observations NEQs 1-day
NEQs

3-day
NEQs

Monthly or
(Baselines
or Cluster)

(Baselines
or Cluster) and arcs

annual
NEQ

®
¯

Figure 18.1: Combination of the Normal Equations of Different Processing Steps.

There is a wide area of applications for combination methods. Below, we briefly review some im-
portant applications when processing GPS observations.

Baseline processing mode:
Figure 18.1 demonstrates how baseline or cluster results are combined into a network
solution.
The baseline processing scheme (also implemented in the BPE processing example; see
also Chapter 4) has the advantage, that the computational burden increases only lin-
early with the number of sites. It is a disadvantage, however, that inter-baseline correla-
tions are not taken into account. For highest accuracy requirements we therefore recom-
mend to process all observations with GPSEST using the correct handling of the cor-
relations ( Panel 4.5–2 , option °�n�,
,�j
-�Æ
�%É�n§Ã�Ç , select °�n�,
,�jk°^� ). For big networks this
may not be possible due to limited computer resources (memory and computing time).
As a compromise between statistical correctness and computational efficiency you may
define clusters of observations and process each cluster using the option “correct correla-
tions”. Afterwards you may combine the cluster normal equations (instead of baseline
normal equations) into a network solution. The use of cluster definition files for pro-
cessing clusters of observations is explained in Sections 23.8.26 and 23.8.27.
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1 Baseline GPSEST
ADDNEQ©

Observations

(Baselines)

Normal equations

(Baselines and Network)

Loop over all baselines Mark observations

+ Residuals

© ©
±

Input:
Output:

Network Solution

©

Figure 18.2: Processing Scheme based on Baseline (or Cluster) Processing.

Multi-Days Solutions:
The creation of weekly or monthly solutions from daily solutions is sometimes useful
to reduce the variations in the coordinate solutions. The noise of e.g. weekly coordinate
residuals is smaller by a factor of K \
² ³ in a weekly solution when compared to the daily
solution.

Multi-Years Solutions or Multi-Campaigns Solutions:
The computation of “final” coordinates as a result of many days of continuous observa-
tions or several campaigns is the main goal of the combination of solutions. The program
ADDNEQ was originally developed for this purpose. That includes also the detection of
movements (estimation of velocities), which is described in Section 18.7.5.

Orbit Combination:
Orbit combination is probably not of great interest for the majority of users. The orbit
combination method described in [Beutler et al., 1996] and [Brockmann, 1996], (see also
Chapter 8) is an extremely flexible tool for orbit determination purposes. Long arcs (e.g.
3-days-arcs) may be computed from short arcs (e.g. 1-day-arcs) in a very efficient way
(gain of more than a factor of 10 in processing time). Many more options are available
such as setting up stochastic parameters at the arc boundaries, splitting up of arcs, etc..

Combination of Solutions using Results of Different Processing Centers:
The combination of (GPS-) solutions derived by different Analysis Centers is a major
activity within the IGS with the goal of densifying the International Terrestrial Reference
Frame (ITRF). The distributed processing concept makes it possible that regional or local
Analysis Centers (in the IGS naming convention: Regional Network Associated Analysis
Centers RNAACs) may compute their sites of interest together with global IGS sites (also
called anchor sites). These solutions may then be combined by Global Network Associ-
ated Analysis Centers (GNAACs) together with the global solutions of the IGS Analysis
Centers to form a consistent network solution. It is not necessary in this concept that all
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contributing sites are processed by one Analysis Center. Combination strategies and res-
ults are shown by e.g. [Davies and Blewitt, 1995] and [Brockmann and Gurtner, 1996].
The SINEX (see Section 23.8.12) exchange format is used for the combination of the
results of different Analysis Centers (see Sections 7.3 and 23.8.12). Using the program
SNXNEQ (see Section 7.3.3) it is possible to convert SINEX files ( ÊÇ§Ãk¿ ) into normal
equation files ( Ê�Ãkj/´ ), which may be used as input files for ADDNEQ. The combination
of results derived from different software packages asks for the determination of nor-
mal equation rescaling factors to ensure that each contributing solution gets the “cor-
rect” weight. Rescaling factors may be specified using a special weighting ( Ê�µ�Â^� ) file
(see Section 23.8.13). The estimation of these factors using the methods of the variance-
covariance component estimation is not supported, yet.

18.5 The Combination Programs ADDNEQ and COMPAR

Two programs are available to combine solutions in the Bernese GPS Software Version 4.0 :
ADDNEQ ( Menu 4.8.1 ) and COMPAR ( Menu 5.4.1 ). ADDNEQ is based on normal equations
and is able to handle all types of unknown parameters, COMPAR is based on covariance informa-
tion of coordinates, only.
In general it is equivalent to combine solutions based on normal equations or based on covariance
information. ADDNEQ is much more flexible, COMPAR is much simpler to use. The selection of
the tool depends on the user requirements. We discuss both program.

18.6 Combination Program COMPAR

Menu 5.4.1 is used to prepare a run of program COMPAR. All important features of this program
are activated using Panel 5.4.1 .ú§öbø�ö6Ú ×`Ð4áâÛÕDßDÐ
×§ÔNß4Î�ÎDáÏ�ö�ß4Î`Í�Ý4Ó�á
Õ×�ÎDÒßÓÍ�Ý4Ó
ÕDÖÒ % ¶ ï�·¹¸]º0»(¼*½�¾+¿BÀ�Á]¸]Á(Â&ÃÅÄ�¾0»T¸(Ä]À&ÃròÕ�»]Æ]Ç�ÃýìÅÄ�¸]Á(À]Ôß4Î�ÎDáÏÛÕ`Ò�Ó�àÐ
× %ý×`Ð4ÑÐ(ßàÐ�ÏÈ¶ ï�·¹¸]º0»(¼*½�¾+¿BÀ�Á]¸]Á(Â&ÃÅÄ�¾0»T¸(Ä]À&Ãròß4Î`â4Ó�á
Õ`Ó�Ò4ßDÐ
× %/Ò(Î ¶ ï�Ò(Î]ÜH×DÓÍ�Ð�Ü�·¹¸]º0»(¼B½�¾+¿BÀ�Á]¸]Á(Â&ÃÅÄ�¾0» ¸(Ä]À&ÃròÓùÝ4á
ÕÎDá
Õùß4Î�ÎDáÏ %/Ò(Î ¶ ï�Ò(Î]Ü�·¹¸]º0»(¼*½�¾+¿ÈÀ�Á]¸]Á(Â&ÃÅÄ�¾0»É¸(Ä]À&Ãrò÷�Ó(×`Ð4Ñ�ötÏ�Ð4ì
Õ`Ò
Õ`à
ÕÎDÒ(×B%/Ò(Î ¶ ï�Ò(Î]Ü�·¹¸]º0»(¼*½�¾+¿ÈÀ�Á]¸]Á(Â&ÃÅÄ�¾0»É¸(Ä]À&Ãròæ=À�Á-ÝÅ¸]¾+Ã ×&¼ÅÁ]¸]Á+Ã�¾0» %/Ò(Îe¶ ïñé�Ð
×Ê¾+¿ýÒ(Î
ò Ò�º#ËÌÁ§ÔtækÔ��4Õ`ÒÝÅ�ß4Î`Í�Ý4Ó�áÝ�öñÕ`ÒÝÎ0Ç�Ã+Æ]Ç�ÃSìÅÄ�¸]Á(À]Ôß4Î�ÎDáÏÛÕ`Ò�Ó�àÐ
× %/Ò(Î ¶ ï�Ò(Î]ÜÍÄ&½Î»¹¾+ÃÊÃ�¾D·¹Á�Â&¿�Á]º+Ã�Á+Ïròß4Î`â4Ó�á
Õ`Ó�Ò4ßDÐ
× %/Ò(Î ¶ ï�Ò(Î]ÜÍÄ&½Î»¹¾+ÃÊÃ�¾D·¹Á�Â&¿�Á]º+Ã�Á+ÏròÝ4Ñ(ÎDàSì
Õ`ÑÐ %/Ò(Î ¶ ï�Ò(Î]ÜÍÄ&½Î»¹¾+ÃÊÃ�¾D·¹Á�Â&¿�Á]º+Ã�Á+Ïrò"�Ð�Ð(Ð�Ñéê×�æ4Í�Í4Ó�áé %/Ò(Î ¶ ï�Ò(Î]ÜÍÄ&½Î»¹¾+ÃÊÃ�¾D·¹Á�Â&¿�Á]º+Ã�Á+Ïrò
The program COMPAR is used to compare different coordinate sets (select input files°knkn�, § É ÃkÆ
�kj<Ç ) without allowing for additional Helmert parameters between the different sets.
We mentioned already that the program is also suited to compare the coordinates using the associ-
ated variance-covariance information (select °kn�ÑkÆ
,;É Æ�Ã/°^j<Ç ). Keep in mind, that with this program
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you do not have the flexibility to change the constraints specified in GPSEST, or to change
the geodetic datum. It is e.g. not possible to combine coordinate sets which are computed using
different fixed or heavily constrained sites. We therefore recommend to use the program Æ §k§ Ãkj/´ if
a statistically correct combination should be performed.

The program is well-suited to study coordinate repeatabilities and baseline results. By setting two
options you may activate the printing of baseline repeatabilities in the output file. The first option
is pkÆ<Ç�jk-�Ê § j�þ%É®Ã%Éo�;É�n@Ã<Ç in Panel 5.4.1 (see Section 23.8.25) and the second one has to be set
in Panel 5.4.1–1 , ( ,ÓÒÕÔÓÒkÖ�×ÓÖÕØvÙ�Ú/Ùm×
Û�ÜÕÔ�×lÙ�Ü�Ý ; select -�n
°@Æ�-;Ü^ÞBÂ
j�nÓß�Ò�Ýk×kÞlÙ
ß ). All this information
may also be obtained using ADDNEQ. For an output description we refer to Section 18.7.7, because
most of the output information is very similar to the output of Æ §
§ Ã�j�´ .
It is possible to create a summary file ( µ�jkj^à�-^	 ÇÕ¦kÿ�ÿkÆk,
	 ) using COMPAR. Agencies participating
in the IGS densification project may use this possibility to automatically create a summary file for
their weekly submission of SINEX results.

18.7 Combination Program ADDNEQ

18.7.1 General Introduction

Most of the input options in ADDNEQ are identical to the options available in program GPSEST.
This includes the handling of different parameter types (e.g. coordinates, troposphere, orbits, center
of mass, etc.). We therefore will not repeat all different input options in detail, here. Furthermore, we
refer to the available Åkjk-�Ä panels if questions concerning a specific input option arise.
We put the emphasis on the differences with respect to the parameter estimation using GPSEST and
to the additional features, which are available in ADDNEQ, only.

18.7.2 Differences to GPSEST

Below we summarize important differences between GPSEST and ADDNEQ:¥ An a priori coordinate file has to be specified in GPSEST, only. ADDNEQ does not need
such a file because the information is already stored in the normal equations. A coordinate
file, specified in Panel 4.8.1 , (see Figure 18.4) option ¦�Ä § Æk�kj;°�, § Ê is only used as a master
file to create a coordinate output file (specified in Panel 4.8.1–0 , option °�n
n�, § É®Ã�Æ
��j�Ç ).¥ Fixing site coordinates in GPSEST is equivalent to not setting up these parameters as un-
knowns (not recommended, if normal equations are stored; see Section 18.8). Fixing site co-
ordinates in ADDNEQ is equivalent to specifying an a priori sigma of 0.001 mm.¥ Troposphere handling is much simpler than in GPSEST. In ADDNEQ you only have the pos-
sibility to specify a general absolute and a relative a priori sigma. These values are valid for
all troposphere parameters stored in the normal equations. It is not possible to handle different
sites in a different way (e.g. to constrain the troposphere parameters of some sites more than
others).¥ ADDNEQ features, which are NOT available in GPSEST:
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– Velocity estimation (more details are given below).
– Creation of a SINEX file (see e.g. Section 23.8.12 and Section 7.3)
– Free network solutions (more details are given below).
– Long-arc computation based on one-day-arcs (not explained in detail in this document-

ation).
– Special handling of the earth rotation parameters (see Chapter 14).

18.7.3 Free Coordinate Solutions

Let us focus on some important aspects when generating so-called “free network solutions” (compare
also Section 18.3.4):

ø�ö��@ö6Ú�ä�Ú ÓÏ�ÏSÒ(ÎDáÍ4Ó�ÑýÐ
î�æ(Ó�à
ÕÎDÒê×`é
×DàÐ�Í
×§Ô Õ`ÒÝæ(à�Úà
Õ`à�ÑÐ %ùì�áÐ�ÐSÒÐ4à�"
ÎDá]Ð ×�ÎDÑDæ(à
ÕÎDÒ ¶ß(¾]¾+¿]ÏÅÄ�»¹º+Ã�Á(À]Ôì
Õ&áÐ�Ï ×Dà�Ó�à
ÕÎDÒ(× % ¶ ï�·¹¸]º0»(¼�Ô}À�Á]¸§ö�¸(Ä]À&Ã@ÜHÓ�Ñ�Ñ@Ü�Ò(ÎDÒÐ�Ü×`Ý�Ð(ß(Õ`Ó�Ñ ì
Õ`ÑÐ�Ü}âDì
Õ`á(×Dà@Ü}âDÑ�Ó(×DàròÓ/Ý4á
ÕÎDá
Õý×4ÕDÖDÍ4Ó(× %/Ò(Î ¶ ïñé�Ð
×]Ü�Ò(Î
òì�áÐ�Ð ×�ÎDÑDæ(à
ÕÎDÒêß4ÎDÒÏ�ö�%-é�Ð
×Ê¶ ïñé�Ð
×]Ü�Ò(Î
òâÅÁ]¸]¾(Â]Ä&ÃÅÄ�Á(À]Ôì
Õ&áÐ�Ï ×Dà�Ó�à
ÕÎDÒ(× %/Ò(ÎDÒÐ ¶ ï�·¹¸]º0»(¼�Ô}À�Á]¸§ö�¸(Ä]À&Ã@ÜHÓ�Ñ�Ñ@Ü�Ò(ÎDÒÐ�Ü×`Ý�Ð(ß(Õ`Ó�Ñ ì
Õ`ÑÐ�Ü}âDì
Õ`á(×Dà@Ü}âDÑ�Ó(×DàròÓ/Ý4á
ÕÎDá
Õý×4ÕDÖDÍ4Ó(× %/Ò(Î ¶ ïñé�Ð
×]Ü�Ò(Î
òì�áÐ�Ð ×�ÎDÑDæ(à
ÕÎDÒêß4ÎDÒÏ�ö�%/Ò(Îe¶ ïñé�Ð
×]Ü�Ò(Î
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×]Ü�Ò(Î
ò
Figure 18.3: Panel 4.8.1–1 Options to Define the Geodetic Datum of a Solution.¥ You may activate the free network solutions in Panel 4.8.1–1 (see Figure 18.3).¥ “Fixed” stations have to be specified to define the a priori sites used for defining the ref-

erence network. Please select þ%É®¿kj § Ç���Æk�%É�n@Ã<Ç using ØãÚ
Ö�Ýkä , using Æk-k- sites, or using aÇ@Äkjk°�É®Æk-<È§þ%ÉÕ-
j . Do not use Æ�Ä^,;É�n�,;ÉLÇ<É®Â�ÿkÆ�Ç in this case.¥ Identical free network options may also be defined for the velocities.¥ You have to introduce Helmert constraints in Panel 4.8.1–1.1 (or Panel 4.8.1–1.2 for the ve-
locities). Introduction of e.g. 3 translation constraints is comparable (in view of the number of
constraints) with keeping one site fixed (one site velocity vector fixed, respectively). We re-
commend to introduce 3 translation constraints for the definition of the geodetic datum of the
coordinates. If you would like to align your solution to a specific network (and not to ITRF
given by the used IGS orbits) you may also specify 3 rotation constraints. The scale of your
solution should be estimated from the GPS data without any restrictions from the a priori net-
work.
In the case of velocities we recommend to introduce 3 translation parameters. Scale and rota-
tion constraints have the same effects as the translation constraints, if you specify ÃÓn “ þ%É®¿dn@ÃÇ@Äkjk° ÊRÑ�j
-�n
° Ê ” file in Panel 4.8.1 (see Figure 18.4).
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18. Combination of Solutions¥ The residuals of each individual solution with respect to the combined solution (see Section
18.7.7) are computed after applying a 7-parameter transformation (independently of the spe-
cified Helmert parameters) using all sites (independently of the selected “fixed” sites). The
application of the free network option has many advantages, in particular if you compare dif-
ferent solutions with only a small number of common sites or if an unique definition of the
geodetic datum for all contributing solutions is difficult to realize.¥ If a special file for fixing coordinates is specified (in Panel 4.8.1 (see Figure 18.4) for co-
ordinates using the option þ;É ¿�n§Ã Ç@Äkjk°�ÊR°�n
n�, § Ê or for velocities using the option þ%É ¿�n@ÃÇ@Ä
j�° ÊRÑkjk-�n
° Ê ), the free network constraints are computed using the coordinate or velocity
values of the selected “fixed” sites in these files instead of using the a priori coordinates ori-
ginally used in GPSEST or instead of using a zero-velocity field). More information will be
given in the next section.
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Õ&á ÎDÒS×`Ý�Ð(ß@ö�ß4Î�ÎDáÏ�ö %/Ò(Î ¶ ï�Ò(Î§Ô�»¹¾+ÃÎÇ=À�Á+Ï@Ü�·¹¸]º0»(¼�ÔÍÀ�Á]¸§ö�¸(Ä]À&ÃròÓùÝ4á
ÕÎDá
Õ-â�Ð4Ñ(Îß@ö %/Ò(Î ¶ ï�Ò(Î§Ô�»¹¾+ÃÎÇ=À�Á+Ï@Ü�·¹¸]º0»(¼�ÔÍÀ�Á]¸§ö�¸(Ä]À&Ãròì
Õ&á ÎDÒS×`Ý�Ð(ß@ötâ�Ð4Ñ(Îß@ö %/Ò(Î ¶ ï�Ò(Î§Ô�»¹¾+ÃÎÇ=À�Á+Ï@Ü�·¹¸]º0»(¼�ÔÍÀ�Á]¸§ö�¸(Ä]À&ÃròÝ4Ñ�Ó�àÐFà�Ó�÷�ÑÐFÒDæ4â�Ð4ÑrÚ %/Ò(Î ¶ ï�Ò(Î§Ô�»¹¾+ÃÎÇ=À�Á+Ï@Ü�·¹¸]º0»(¼�ÔÍÀ�Á]¸§ö�¸(Ä]À&Ãròß4Î`â�ö�ß4Î`Í�Ý
ÎDÒÐ4Ò�à¬Õ`Ò�à�á(Îe%/Ò(Î ¶ ï�Ò(Î§Ô�»¹¾+ÃÎÇ=À�Á+Ï@Ü�·¹¸]º0»(¼�ÔÍÀ�Á]¸§ö�¸(Ä]À&ÃròÝ4áÐyävÏ�Ð4ì
Õ`ÒÐ�Ïê÷�Ó(×`Ð4Ñ
Õ`ÒÐ
×*%/Ò(Î ¶ ï�Ò(Î§Ô�»¹¾+ÃÎÇ=À�Á+Ï@Ü�·¹¸]º0»(¼�ÔÍÀ�Á]¸§ö�¸(Ä]À&Ãrò×4Õ`àÐ
×ùì(ÎDáýáÐ�Ý�Ð4Ó�à�Ó�÷
Õ`Ñ�ö}%/Ò(Î ¶ ï�Ò(Î§Ô�»¹¾+ÃÎÇ=À�Á+Ï@Ü�·¹¸]º0»(¼�ÔÍÀ�Á]¸§ö�¸(Ä]À&Ãrò
Figure 18.4: The First Option Input ( Panel 4.8.1 ) of ADDNEQ.

18.7.4 Fixing Coordinates or Velocities on Special Values

Fixing coordinates or velocities on given values (different from the original a priori values) is useful
when defining the geodetic datum with fixed sites.

The option may be useful if data were processed using “bad” a priori coordinates (but not exceeding
a few decimeters). For the final parameter estimation you then may define the geodetic datum by
fixing site coordinates to more meaningful values (e.g. the ITRF92, ITRF93, or ITRF94 values).
The procedure works only if the differences (new

�
old a priori coordinates) are still in the linearity

domain of the observation equations.

Constraining and also fixing of coordinates or velocities without specifying a special fixing file means
that the constraints are set up with respect to the a priori values originally used in GPSEST when
saving the normal equations. For coordinates the a priori values are taken from the normal equation
file, in which a specific site appears first.
For velocities the default reference is a zero-velocity field.
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If you specify a special fixing file (in Panel 4.8.1 (see Figure 18.4) for coordinates using option þ%É®¿n§Ã Ç@Äkjk°�Ê¤°�n
n�, § Ê or for velocities using option þ;É ¿�n§Ã Ç@Äkjk°�Ê{Ñ�j
-/n^° Ê ), the same restrictions are
set up as without specifying these files, but now with �çæ�PV (see eqn. 18.27), with � as the difference
between the original a priori values and the new specified a priori values. These new a priori values
are used from the specified fixing file for the selected fixed sites, only.

Note that it is not possible to save normal equations in this case (see Section 18.8). Note also that
special fixing files are not used for the constraints (set up using options Æ�Ä^,;É�n�,;ÉLÇ<É®Â�ÿkÆ�Ç in
Panel 4.8.1–1 (see Figure 18.3)).

18.7.5 Site Velocity Estimation

The estimation of site velocities is an important application of ADDNEQ. Velocity estimation is pos-
sible, if you have processed data covering a long time span. The quality of individual coordinate es-
timates is an important factor as well (see e.g. [Brockmann, 1996]). It is easy to invoke a velocity
estimation: Specify 	kj<Ç in Panel 4.8.1–1 (see Figure 18.3), option Æ>Ä
,%É�n�,%ÉLÇ<É]Â@ÿ�Æ<Ç . Then you
will get a list of the sites for which you may specify a priori sigmas in units of mm per year. This
list is similar to the list you get if you specify Æ�Ä^,;É�n�,;ÉLÇ<É®Â�ÿkÆ�Ç for site coordinates. Without spe-
cifying a priori sigmas no site velocities are estimated. We recommend to use a value of e.g. 999.99
mm/yr per component if you would like to perform a free velocity estimation. We recommend to
solve for horizontal velocities, only (to specify e.g. 0.01 mm/yr for the vertical components of the
velocities) if you do not have very long time spans of data.
Velocities are also set up if you select “fixed stations” using Panel 4.8.1–1 (see Figure 18.3), optionþ%É®¿kj § Ç���Æ
�;É�n@Ã<Ç for velocities. The consequences of “fixed” velocities was explained already in
Section 18.7.3 and Section 18.7.4.
Estimating one velocity common to several site occupations is not supported by the menu system. If
you edit the I-file of ADDNEQ (see Chapter 3 or Section 23.9) and place an asterisk “ è ” behind the
station number (see Section 23.8.1) and the associated a priori velocity sigmas, identical velocities
will be estimated for all sites with the same station number. If sites with different station numbers
are processed you may use the station problem file (see Section 23.4.12) to change station numbers
for this purpose. Keep in mind that in all other cases the site velocities are set up using the station
name, only.

18.7.6 Tuning Troposphere Estimates

Troposphere parameterization very much depends on the size of the GPS network an the session
lengths involved. It is not possible to come up with a list stating for all possible applications the
number of troposphere parameters per day and site necessary and their associated a priori sigmas.
You have to find the optimal parameterization and the optimal values for the a priori sigmas by tests
of your own (“try and error”). In Chapters 4 and 12 you find more information.
ADDNEQ may assist you to find the optimum:¥ Store the troposphere parameter information in the NEQ files in GPSEST (see Section

18.2.2).¥ Use ADDNEQ and modify the troposphere options in Panel 4.8.1–2.2 (see Figure 18.5): Re-
duce the number of unknown parameters according to Section 18.3.5 using option Ã^¦kÿkpkj
,;n@þ
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Ä�Æ
,kÆ�ÿ/j^�kj
,<Ç�Ä
j
, § Æ
	 and modifying the a priori sigmas Æ
p�Ç
n�-^¦k��j and ,kjk-�Æ
�;ÉoÑ�j . Further-
more, it may be useful to force °kn@Ã
�;É Ã^¦�Éo�k	6p�j^�
µ�j
j�Ã the troposphere estimates of two con-
secutive Ã�j�´�Ç (the specified relative sigmas are used for this purpose; pre-elimination of the
troposphere parameters (option p;É ) is not allowed in this case).¥ Check if the coordinate repeatabilities, listed in the ADDNEQ program output (see Section
18.7.7), are getting better or not.

ø�ö��@ö6Ú�ä`û§ö�û ÓÏ�Ï Ò(ÎDáÍ4Ó�ÑùÐ
î�æ(Ó�à
ÕÎDÒê×`é
×DàÐ�Í
×§ÔN×4Õ`àÐyä`×`Ý�Ð(ß(Õ`ì
ÕDß à�á(Î`Ý
Î�×`Ý4ÞÐ4áÐÓÎÆ�¿ÅÄ�¾+¿ÅÄý×(Ä&é0ËÌº§ÔÓ�÷(×�ÎDÑDæ(àÐ %ùÙ@ö6Ú�Ùê¶ ïëËÌÁ+Ã�Á+¿ÅÀ(òáÐ4Ñ�Ó�à
Õ�â�Ð %ýú§ö8Ù�Ùê¶ ïëËÌÁ+Ã�Á+¿ÅÀ(òÍÅ¾+Ï�Á]¸]¸(Ä�»�é�Ôß4ÎDÒ�à
Õ`ÒDærÕ`àé ÷Ð4à�"�Ð�Ð4ÒFÒÐ
î�× %-é�Ð
×Ê¶ ïñé�Ð
×]ÜHÒ(Î
òÒDæ4Í4÷Ð4á ÎDìùÝ4Ó�á�ÓÍ�Ð4àÐ4á(×ýÝ�Ð4áùÏ4Óé %ùÙ�Ù�Ù�¶ ï6Ù@Ô Ó(×SÕ`ÒýÒÐ
î
ò
Figure 18.5: The Option Input ( Panel 4.8.1–2.2 ) of ADDNEQ to modify the Parameterization and

the a priori Constraints of the Troposphere.

18.7.7 Output Description

The ADDNEQ output file consists of the following parts:-MÉ§Ç���n§þ É Ã�Ä�¦k�BÆkÃ § nÕ¦k��Ä�¦��>þ;Ém-kj�Ã�Æ�ÿ�j<Ç
A list of the input files used and the stored output files (information given in the N-file).-MÉ§Ç���n§þBÃ/n�,�ÿkÆ�-Pj�´Õ¦�Æ
�;É�n§Ã>þ%ÉÕ-
j<Ç
A list of the normal equation files used (information given in the F-file) including basic in-
formation like the number of parameters contained in the normal equations, title, and the
re-scaling value (may be specified using a Ê#µ<Â^� file according to Section 23.8.13).-MÉ§Ç���n§þ Ç��kÆ
�%É�n§Ã�Ç
The list contains station number, station name (see Section 23.8.1), a flag if velocities are
estimated (not in the example below), the total number of coordinate “observations”, and a
table showing in which files each site was observed. The flags used in the table are explained
at the bottom of the list.à(ÎDà�Ó�ÑýÒDæ4Í4÷Ð4áêÎDìF×Dà�Ó�à
ÕÎDÒ(×§Ô ã]�ÒDæ4Í ×Dà�Ó�à
ÕÎDÒ â�Ð4Ñ(Î/áÊ'�ì
Õ`Ñ¬Ú`ûãø(úä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4äÚ0��è�ßÓ4ÖÑ�Ú`ûü4û�ú`Í(Ù�Ù�ã ûDá]áÚ`ú�ú�Í4Ó�àÐ¬Ú`ûü�ãøÍ(Ù�Ù]�÷ ãÎá]áeáÚ`û�û�Í4Ó(×`ÝFãÛÚ�ã�Ù�ãDÍ(Ù�Ù4û ûDá]áÚ�ü�è�âÛÕ`Ñ�Ñ�Ú�ãø4Ù�èDÍ(Ù�ÙÛÚ ûDá]áÚ`úDø�Í4ÓÏ4á�Ú�ãø4Ù�ü4×ÙÛÚ`û û-Ò�ÒÚ`ú��e�(Õ�Í�Í¬Úiø4Ù�ÙÛÚvÍ(Ù�Ùø øùÒ�Ò�Ò�Òö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�öýö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö öùö�ö�ö�ö�öì�Ñ�Ó4Ö4×§Ô "�Ô�"�ÐÛÕDÖÞ�à(×�Ü ì�Ôtì
Õ&áÐ�Ï�ÜHÒ�Ôtì�áÐ�ÐSÒÐ4à�"
ÎDá]ÐFáÐ
×Dà�á
ÕDßà
ÕÎDÒ(×]ÜÍá�Ô ì�áÐ�ÐýÐ
×Dà
Õ�Í�ö
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É Ã�Ä�¦k��n�Ä^�%É�n§Ã�Ç
A summary of important input options is included:¥ a priori sigmas for coordinates and velocities,¥ free network constraints,¥ orbit model information,¥ troposphere information.Ç��kÆ
�%É@Ç��;ÉÕ°kÇLþÓn�,;j�Ç��%Ézÿ�Æ
��j § Ä�Æ
,kÆ�ÿ/j^�kj
,<Ç
The statistics of estimated parameters may look as follows (extracted from a solution cover-
ing 3 years of continuous global GPS data processing):ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�ä×Dà�Ó�à
Õ×Dà
ÕDßêÎDìF×�ÎDÑâ�Ð�Ï ì(ÎDáùÝ4Ó�á�ÓÍ�Ð4àÐ4á(× 'Ý4Ó�á�ÓÍ�Ð4àÐ4á(× 'Ý4áÐyävÐ4Ñ
Õ�ÍÛÕ`Ò�Ó�àÐ�Ï '�Ò(Î
ä`ÎD÷(×ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�ä×Dà�Ó�à
ÕÎDÒ ß4Î�ÎDáÏÛÕ`Ò�Ó�àÐ
× ã�Ù�ç ã�è ï�÷Ð4ì(ÎDáÐ�Õ`Òâyò Ù×DÓ�àÐ4Ñ�Ñ
Õ`àÐêÓ�Ò�àÐ4Ò�Ò�Ó ÎDì�ì(×`Ð4à(× è Ù ø4üßDÐ4Ò�àÐ4áêÎDìùÍ4Ó(×�× ã Ù Ù×Dà�Ó�à
ÕÎDÒSâ�Ð4Ñ(Îß(Õ`à
Õ�Ð
× û��4ú Ù Ùä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�äÒDæ4Í4÷Ð4áêÎDìF×�ÎDÑâ�ÐFì(ÎDáýÝ4Ó�á�ÓÍ�Ð4àÐ4á(× è�Ù�ã ã�è ø4üä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�ä
For each parameter type the following statistical information is included: number of un-
known parameters, number of pre-eliminated parameters (pre-elimination of particular sites
from particular solutions may be achieved according to Section 23.4.12), and number of
parameters with no observations (e.g. parameters that were set up originally with a priori
sigmas, but did not figure in any observation equation).Ç§ÅÓn�,
� Çkn�-�¦��%É�n§Ã Ç��kÆ
�%É@Ç��;ÉÕ°kÇ
For the same example the solution statistics has the form:

à(ÎDà�Ó�ÑýÒDæ4Í4÷Ð4áêÎDìùÝ4Ó�á�ÓÍ�Ð4àÐ4á(× Ô ãÛÚiø(�ÛÚ�Ú�ÙÒDæ4Í4÷Ð4áêÎDìFÎD÷(×`Ð4áâ4Ó�à
ÕÎDÒ(× Ô Ú�ÙÛÚ�ü�Ù4ú�ûÙ4úÒDæ4Í4÷Ð4áêÎDìF×4Õ`Ò4ÖÑÐSÏÛÕ`ì�ì�ötì
Õ`ÑÐ
× Ô ��ãø4çÛÚä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä×4ÕDÖDÍ4ÓFÎDì ×4Õ`Ò4ÖÑÐSÏÛÕ`ì�ìÐ4áÐ4Ò4ßDÐ¬ÎD÷(×`Ð4áâ4Ó�à
ÕÎDÒ�Ô Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ã]�×4ÕDÖDÍ4ÓFÎDìFß4Î�ÎDáÏÛÕ`Ò�Ó�àÐêÖá(Î�æ4Ý Ô Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�Ù�Ù
The solution summary contains information concerning the total number of parameters (in-
cluding all unknowns which may have been pre-eliminated in previous runs), the number of
observations, and the total number of processed single difference files. The value Ç�É®Â@ÿ�Æ;n@þÇ<É®ÃkÂ
-kj § É þkþkj
,kj�Ã/°^j;n�p�Ç�j^,kÑ�Æk�%É�n@Ã ( a: � in eqn. (18.6), same meaning as in program out-
put of GPSEST) is an important indicator for the quality of the used receivers and for the
quality of the solution (see Chapter 4). This value is furthermore used as the scaling factor
for the estimated covariance matrix.
The value Ç�É®Â@ÿ�Æ�n§þd°knkn�, § É ÃkÆ
�kjBÂ
,/nÕ¦<Ä is computed if only coordinates are involved in
the combination. The value is derived as a group rms from weighted coordinate repeatabil-
ities [Brockmann, 1996] and is better suited (gives a more realistic covariance matrix) than
the estimated Ç<É®Â�ÿkÆ�n§þ Ç�É ÃkÂk-
j § É®þ�þkj
,kj�Ã�°^jdn�p<Ç�j
,
ÑkÆ
�%É�n§Ã . You may e.g. multiply the
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formal rms values of the coordinates (see below) with the factor Ç<É®Â�ÿkÆ�n§þd°�n
n�, § É®Ã�Æ
��jÂ^,/n�¦�Ä / Ç<É®Â�ÿkÆ�n§þ Ç�É ÃkÂk-
j § É®þ�þ�j^,kj�Ã�°
jPn�p<Ç�j
,
ÑkÆ
�%É�n§Ã to get more realistic rms values or
you may derive an approximate value from the (unweighted) repeatability summary (block°kn]ÿ<Ä�Æk,%É§Çkn§Ã�n§þ Ç���Æ
�;É�n@ÃP°�n
n�, § É®Ã�Æ
��j�Ç Ê�Ê�Ê ) or, as a third possibility, use the (weighted)
rms values specified in block ÿ/j�Æ�ÃPÑkÆk-�¦/j�ÇPn§þ�Âkj�n^°
j�Ãk�
,%É�°�¿�ì&	�ì�.�!|°kn
n�, § É Ã�Æk�kj<Ç .
In the case of free network solutions this coordinate group rms value may be too pessimistic,
because the coordinate repeatabilities are computed without allowing for Helmert paramet-
ers. In that case you should use the second possibility to derive more realistic rms values for
your coordinates.,kj�Ç�¦�-
�<ÇPn§þd°kn§ÿkp;É Ãkj § Çkn�-^¦k�%É�n§ÃBþ/n�, Ç���Æk�%É�n§Ãd°knkn�, § É ÃkÆ
�kj<Ç
In this block a list of coordinate estimates is given in the following way (identical to
GPSEST):

à(ÎDà�Ó�ÑýÒDæ4Í4÷Ð4áêÎDìF×Dà�Ó�à
ÕÎDÒ(×§Ô Ú�Ù�ãÒDæ4Í ×Dà�Ó�à
ÕÎDÒFÒ�ÓÍ�Ð Ý4Ó�á�ÓÍ�Ð4àÐ4á ÓùÝ4á
ÕÎDá
Õ1â4Ó�ÑDæ4Ð ÒÐ]"ýâ4Ó�ÑDæ4Ð ÒÐ]"yäiÓýÝ4á
ÕÎDá
ÕùáÍ
×-Ð4á�á(ÎDáä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�äørÚ�ãíî�ærÕ`ÒSø4Ùø4ã�ãDÍ(Ù�Ùøêá ä`û�ú
Ú�ü4ûã�Ù@ö8çø4ã�Ù ä`û�ú
Ú�ü4ûã�Ù@ö8ç4úç�Ù ä�Ù@ö8ÙÛÚ�è�Ù Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ÙÛÚé äiørÚ�ç]�4úç4ú§ö�û�úü4û äiørÚ�ç]�4úç4ú§ö6Ú�è�ü�è Ù@ö8Ù]��ç�è Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ÙÛÚ� ø4Ù�ü�è4úãÛÚ ö8ã�ü�è4ú ø4Ù�ü�è4úãÛÚ ö�ûèø4è ä�Ù@ö6Ú�Ú�Ú�ç Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ÙÛÚÞÐÛÕDÖÞ�à Ú�Ú�Ù4ú§ö���ç�çø Ú�Ú�Ù4ú§ö8ü�ü4úÙ ä�Ù@ö6Ú`ûDø�ø Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ÙÛÚÑ�Ó�à
Õ`àDæ4Ï�Ð ã�çSú��Sû��@ö8ã�ç]��ã4ûü ã�çSú��Sû��@ö8ã�ç�è�ç�ü�è ä�Ù@ö8ÙørÚ�ü Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ÙÛÚÑ(ÎDÒ4Ö(Õ`àDæ4Ï�Ð ä�Ú`ûÙFúèýã�ç@ö8ç4ûçÛÚ`úü ä�Ú`ûÙSúèýã�ç@ö8ç�ãÛÚ�è�üø ä�Ù@ö8Ù4úç�è Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ÙÛÚö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö
The Table needs no further explanation.

In columns 100 to 132, in the lines corresponding to ÅkjMÉ]Â�Åk� , -�Æ
�;Éo�
¦ § j , and -�n@ÃkÂ%Éo�^¦ § j you
find information concerning the error ellipsoids including some projections for each site.

áÍ
×-Ð4á�á(ÎDá ãÛävÏýÐ4Ñ�Ñ
Õ�Ý
×�Î4Õ�Ï û
ävÏýÐ4Ñ�Ñ
Õ�Ý
×`Ðä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4äÙ@ö8Ù�ÙÛÚ�ã Ù@ö8Ù�ÙÛÚ�ã Ù@ö8ã ï4º
òÙ@ö8Ù�Ù�Ù4û Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ÙÛÚ ��è@ö8è Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ÙÛÚ ��è@ö8ü ï�·zòÙ@ö8Ù�Ù�ÙÛÚ Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�Ù4û ä�Ù@ö6Ú Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�Ù4û ï#Â(òï�Ú�ò ï_û
ò ï6ãÛò ï�ørò ï_ú
ò
6 values (3 main axis parameters and 3 angles) characterize the three-dimensional ellipsoid
and 3 values (2 main axis parameters and 1 angle) describe the two-dimensional error ellipse.

The lines are marked with (a), (b), and (c), the columns with (1) - (5). These marks are not
included in the output file. The values (not extracted from the previous coordinate example)
are defined as follows:

Column (1) : contains the rms errors in height (a), latitude (b), and longitude (c). These val-
ues are the intersections of the three-dimensional error ellipsoid with the co-
ordinate axes of the local geodetic coordinate system.

Column (2) : contains the lengths in meters of the principal axes of the three-dimensional
error ellipsoid.
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Column (3) : contains in the first line (a) the zenith distance in degrees (o) of the longest
axis (2a), in the second line (b) the azimuth, counted positive in the direction
to east, of the axis (2b) and in the third line (c) the elevation angle of the same
axis (2b).

Column (4) : contains the lengths in meters of the principal axes of the two-dimensional
error ellipse in the horizontal plane.

Column (5) : contains the azimuth in degrees (o) of the principal axis (4b), counted positive
in the direction to east, in the horizontal plane.

This information is useful to produce plots of error ellipses as shown in Figure 18.6. The
shape of the error ellipses is typical for ambiguity-resolved regional solutions. Regional solu-
tions without ambiguity resolution usually show larger rms values in the east-west direction
by a factor of about 2.

Figure 18.6: Error Ellipses using the Values of the GPSEST or ADDNEQ Program Output. The big
Error Ellipse for the Site Ç@þkj^, is a Consequence of the small Number of Observations.,/ÒÓíWîÓÚ�×lí|ï�Ü^ÞdÜ�×^ðãÒ�Þ8ÔÓÖ^Þ�ÖÕñãÒ�×ÓÒ�Þ8×
Û
ÔÓÒ/í

The results for the other parameter types (e.g. troposphere parameters, orbits, etc.) are not
explained in more detail, here. The information given in the program output should be suf-
ficient.ÿ�j�Æ�ÃPÑ�Æ�-�¦�j<ÇPn§þ�Â
j/n^°^j�Ã
�k,%ÉÕ°L¿�ì+	�ì].ò!|°�n
n�, § É®Ã�Æ
��j�Ç
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In this block we summarize the coordinate estimates in the geocentric coordinate sys-
tem together with the associated rms information. The formal rms of the previous
block is repeated ( ,�ÿ�Ç%Ì ). The formal rms error of the station position ,�ÿ�Ç%Ì^! ¿
	�.P�ó ,�ÿ�ÇMÌ �ô  ~,�ÿ�Ç%Ì �õ  ~,�ÿ�ÇMÌ � ö is given in the last column. The second rms value ,�ÿMÇ
÷ is de-
rived from weighted coordinate repeatabilities, similar to the computation of the group rms
in the output block Ç§ÅÓn�,
� Çkn�-�¦��%É�n§Ã Ç��kÆ
�%É@Ç��;ÉÕ°kÇ . In this case we consider one coordinate
component as a group.

The j�Ä�n
°@Å of the coordinates listed here and also in the resulting coordinate file (see Section
23.8.1) is usually the middle of the observation time span. Only in one case we refer the
resulting coordinates to a different epoch: If you specify a special coordinate fixing file (see
Section 18.7.4) without specifying a special velocity fixing file to propagate the coordinates
to the middle observation epoch, we retain the epoch of the special coordinate fixing file as
reference epoch for the resulting coordinates.
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×SÎDìSÖDÐ
ÎßDÐ4Ò�à�á
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×áÍ
×
Ú Ô ì(ÎDáÍ4Ó�ÑSÓ4ß�ß`æ(á�Ó4ßDé�ÎDìùÐ4Ó4ßÞSß4Î�ÎDáÏÛÕ`Ò�Ó�àÐ�ß4Î`Í�Ý
ÎDÒÐ4Ò�àFì�á(Î`Í ß4Î`Í4÷
Õ`ÒÐ�Ï�×�ÎDÑDæ(à
ÕÎDÒáÍ
×�û§Ô áÍ
×ýÎDìø"�ÐÛÕDÖÞ�àÐ�Ï Óâ�Ð4á�Ó4ÖDÐêÎDìùÐ4Ó4ßÞFß4Î�ÎDáÏÛÕ`Ò�Ó�àÐêß4Î`Í�Ý
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ÎßÞ�Ô Ú�ç�ç�èÛä�Ù�üÛä`ûDøðÚ�Ú Ô�úç@Ôbø(úâ�Ð4Ñ(Îß(Õ`àéSÍ
Î`Ï�Ð4ÑêÕ`Ò�à�á(Î`Ïæ
ßDÐ�Ïêà(ÎSÕ`ÒÏÛÕ�âÛÕ�Ïæ(Ó�Ñ�×�ÎDÑDæ(à
ÕÎDÒ(×§Ôò�DÐ4á(Îùâ�Ð4Ñ(Îß(Õ`àéFì
Õ�Ð4ÑÏÒDæ4Í ×Dà�Ó�à
ÕÎDÒ '�ì
Õ`Ñýì�Ñ4Ö áðïñÍyò áÍ
×
Ú áÍ
×�û é ïñÍyò áÍ
×
Ú�áÍ
×�û ö�ö�öbáÍ
×
Ú�ä�áé��ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4äÚ0��è�ßÓ4ÖÑ¬Ú`ûü4û�ú`Í(Ù�Ù�ã û1ÍSø(��ç�ã�ã�ü]�@ö8çø4ãÛÚùÙ@ö8Ù�Ù�Ù]�SÙ@ö8Ù�ÙÛÚ`ú ü�ü4ûèø4ç@ö8è4û�ú��FÙ@ö8Ù�Ù�Ù4ûSÙ@ö8Ù�Ù�Ùø\ö�ö�ö Ù@ö8Ù�ÙÛÚ�ÚÚ`ú�ú�Í4Ó�àÐ�Ú`ûü�ãøÍ(Ù�Ù]�÷êã-ÍSø4èørÚ�çø4ç@ö8üÛÚ0��ç Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�Ù�üSÙ@ö8Ù�ÙÛÚ�è Ú�ã�ç�ã�Ùø(ú§ö�ûè�ç�çFÙ@ö8Ù�Ù�Ù4ûSÙ@ö8Ù�Ù4ûã ö�ö�ö Ù@ö8Ù�ÙÛÚ�ÙÚ`û�û�Í4Ó(×`Ý ãÛÚ�ã�Ù�ãDÍ(Ù�Ù4û û1Í úDø4ã�çÛÚ�ç4û§ö�ûDø4ü4úFÙ@ö8Ù�ÙÛÚ�Ú-Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ãÛÚSä�Ú`ú�û�ûÙ4ú�ú§ö8è�ãÛÚiø�Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�Ù�ãFÙ@ö8Ù�Ù�ã]� ö�ö�ö Ù@ö8Ù�ÙÛÚ�ãö�ö�öýö�ö�ö�ö�öSö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö ö�ö-MÉ§Ç���n§þP,�ÿMÇOÑkÆk-^¦�j�Ç
Each NEQ system (corresponding to one NEQ file) is resolved individually applying the new
specified input options. The list of rms values is useful to have a good overview about the
impact of each contributing solution.

ì
Õ`ÑÐíì
Õ`ÑÐ Ò�ÓÍ�Ð áÍ
× '(ÎD÷(×ø'Ý4Ó�á®ï_ÎDá
ÕDÖ@ö6òÎ'Ý4Ó�á ï_×�ÎDÑâ�Ð�Ïyò�Í
å`Ïä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4äÚ Í�Ô(ùbß4Î`Í4÷(ØÖÑ(Î§ö�Î�æ(à]úÐæ(á4Ù]�4úü(ü@öbÒÐÛî Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ã]� ��ã]��ç�ü�è Ú�Ù4û�ûè Ú�Úiø úÙ4ûDø4è@öbø4ç�ç]��ãû Í�Ô(ùbß4Î`Í4÷(ØÖÑ(Î§ö�Î�æ(à]úÐæ(á4Ù]�4ú��(ü@öbÒÐÛî Ù@ö8Ù�Ù4ûDø ��ü�ÙÛÚ`ú
Ú ç�ç�ã�è Ú�Úiø úÙ4û�úã@öbø4ç�ç]��ãã Í�Ô(ùbß4Î`Í4÷(ØÖÑ(Î§ö�Î�æ(à]úÐæ(á4Ù]�4úç(ü@öbÒÐÛî Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ã4ú ��ç�ç4ûç�ç ç�ü�ã�ã Ú�Ú�Ú úÙ4ûè�Ù@öbø4ç�ç]��ãø Í�Ô(ùbß4Î`Í4÷(ØÖÑ(Î§ö�Î�æ(à]úÐæ(á4Ù]��è�Ù(ü@öbÒÐÛî Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ã�è �]�ø4ã�ç4ú ç�ç4úç Ú�Úiø úÙ4ûè�ü@öbø4ç�ç]��ãú Í�Ô(ùbß4Î`Í4÷(ØÖÑ(Î§ö�Î�æ(à]úÐæ(á4Ù]��èÛÚDü@öbÒÐÛî Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ã�è ü�è]��è�Ù4ú Ú`ûÙø4è Ú�Úiø úÙ4ûüø�öbø4ç�ç]��ãè Í�Ô(ùbß4Î`Í4÷(ØÖÑ(Î§ö�Î�æ(à]úÐæ(á4Ù]��è4û4ü@öbÒÐÛî Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ãø ��ã]��ç�ã�ç Ú�Ú0��üø Ú�Úiø úÙ4û��ÛÚ öbø4ç�ç]��ãü Í�Ô(ùbß4Î`Í4÷(ØÖÑ(Î§ö�Î�æ(à]úÐæ(á4Ù]��è�ã(ü@öbÒÐÛî Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ã�è ��ã�ãø�ø4ã Ú�Ù4û�úè Ú�Úiø úÙ4û��]�@öbø4ç�ç]��ã� Í�Ô(ùbß4Î`Í4÷(ØÖÑ(Î§ö�Î�æ(à]úÐæ(á4Ù]��èø
ü@öbÒÐÛî Ù@ö8Ù�Ù�ã�ü çÛÚ`ú���Ùø Ú`ûÙ�Ù�ü Ú�Úiø úÙ4ûç4ú§öbø4ç�ç]��ãä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4äÙ@ö8Ù�Ù�ã�ü è]�ø4ç�èÛÚ`û �4ú�û�ú
Ú Ú`ûã úÙ4û�úè@ö8ç�ç�ç]��ã
þ%É ÃkÆk-P-MÉ@Ç���n§þd°�n�Ñ�þkÆ�°^�/n�,6Ñ�Æ�-�¦/j�Ç

This list shows the rescaling values. Values æ��K �û� are possible by specifying a Ê#µ<Â^� file (see
Section 23.8.13).
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n§Ã�n@þ�Ç���Æk�%É�n@ÃP°�n
n�, § É®Ã�Æk�kj�Ç Ê�ÊkÊ
In this block we compare the results of the site coordinates for each individual solution with
the combined solution. The coordinate repeatabilities, in units of mm, are given in the local
north-east-up coordinate system. The intention is to detect outliers (see also block n�¦k��-MÉmj
,§ j
�kjk°^�%É�n§Ã ). In the column ,�ÿMÇ we compute an unweighted rms for the estimation of a single
coordinate component (for more information see the explanations concerning block Ç@Å/n�,k�Ç
n^-�¦k�;É�n@Ã�Ç���Æk�%É§Ç��%É�°kÇ ).
Specifying a Ê`Ä
-
� file (see Section 23.8.10) saves the same information into a file in a dif-
ferent format, better suited as input to conventional plot tools.
We mentioned already in Section 18.3.4 that in the case of free network solutions the re-
siduals are obtained after a Helmert transformation. In the case of long time series including
velocity estimation you may wish to remove the effect caused by the estimated velocity. Edit
the I-file, search for the string ,kj�Äkj^�NÊ�Ä
-
� and insert there a “2” instead of “0”. The default
plot option is “0” to retain the linear development of the coordinate components in the resid-
uals.
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ÕÎDÒ(×§Ô ørÚä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�äÒDæ4Í ×Dà�Ó�à
ÕÎDÒ '�ì
Õ`ÑSß áÍ
× Ú û ã ø ú è ü �ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä4ä�ä�ä�ä(ä�ä�ä4ä�äÚ0��èóßÓ4ÖÑ�Ú`ûü4û�ú`Í(Ù�Ù�ã ��Ò Ú ö�û ä�Ú ö8Ùõä�Ù@ö8ü Ù@ö8ü Ù@ö6Ú Ù@ö8ã û§öbø ä�Ù@ö�ú Ú ö8èÐ Ú ö8è ä�Ù@ö8ü Ú ö�û ä`û§ö8ü ä�Ù@ö8ãõä�Ù@ö8ü Ù@ö8ç Ú ö8ü û§ö�ûæ ø�ö8è ä�Ú ö8üõäiø�ö�� Ù@ö8ã ä`ú§ö��õäiø�öbø è@ö8ü ø�ö�û û§öbøÚ`ú��ê�(Õ�Í�Í¬Úiø4Ù�ÙÛÚvÍ(Ù�Ùø ��Ò Ú ö8ü ã@ö8ã Ù@ö8Ù ä�Ù@ö8ã ä�Ú ö8èõä�Ù@ö8è Ú ö8ü Ù@ö�� ä�Ú ö8üÐ Ú ö8ü ä`û§ö8üõä�Ù@ö8ç ä�Ù@ö8è û§ö�ú Ú ö8ã ä�Ú ö8è Ù@ö8Ù ä�Ù@ö�úæ ã@ö8ç ú§ö8è è@ö�û Ú ö�ú Ù@ö8ã ä�ã@ö8ç ä�ã@ö8ü Ù@ö8Ù ä�Ú ö8èö�ö�öóö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö�ö

¦kÃ
µ�jMÉ]Â�Åk�kj § ,�ÿ�ÇUÑ�Æ�-�¦�j<ÇSµ�Éo�kÅ6,�j�Ç�Ä
jk°^�P�/nU��Å�jP°�n]ÿ�p%É Ã�j § Ç
n^-�¦��%É�n@Ã
This block contains a summary of the repeatabilities for each file. This information is
well-suited to find out whether particular normal equations contain problems. Because un-
weighted rms values are computed it may occur, that outliers for a single site for a particular
solution (e.g. due to a small number of observations), degrade the summary values for that
specific solution.þ�Æ/° is the ratio of the repeatability and the formal rms value. The information contained in
this line may also be saved to a Ê�µ�Â^� file using Panel 4.8.1–0 , option °kn�Ñ�Æk,%É ÆkÃ�°
jP°�n]ÿ<Ä�n§Ã .
Furthermore, we use these values for the outlier detection described below.
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à(ÎDà�Ó�ÑSÒDæ4Í4÷Ð4á ÎDìF×Dà�Ó�à
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µ�jMÉ]Â�Åk�kj § ,�ÿ�ÇUÑ�Æ�-�¦�j<ÇSµ�Éo�kÅ6,�j�Ç�Ä
jk°^�P�/nU��Å�jP°�n]ÿ�p%É Ã�j § Ç
n^-�¦��%É�n@Ã

This block contains the same information as in the previous block, but now the rms values are
computed using the formal rms values for each coordinate component estimation. Outliers
due to a small number of observations do not play a major role, here. This information is
available for free network solutions, only.nÕ¦k��-MÉÕj^, § j
�kjk°^�%É�n§Ã
The residuals in the block °kn§ÿ�Ä�Æ
,%É@Ç
n@Ãdn@þ Ç���Æk�%É�n§Ã;°kn
n�, § É Ã�Æk�kj<ÇtÊ�ÊkÊ are analysed for
outliers using the information about the individual formal rms values. The “detection level”
for the components Ã/n�,
�kÅ , j�Æ�Ç�� , and ¦�Ä is 3 times of the mean formal rms of all contributing
files (the column ,�ÿ�Ç in block ¦�Ã^µ/jMÉ®Â�Å
��j § ,�ÿMÇOÑkÆk-^¦�j�ÇOµ�Éo��ÅP,�j�Ç@Äkjk°^�HÊ�ÊkÊ ). Outliers of
several meters may disturb outlier detection. You may pre-eliminate sites of particular solu-
tions using a station problem file (see Section 23.4.12).
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¦kÃ^µ/jMÉ]Â�Å
��j § ,�ÿMÇUÑ�Æk-^¦�j<Ç8n@þ6�kÅkj;°kn§ÿ�Ä�Æ
,%É@Ç
n@Ã6p�j^�
µ�j
j�ÃP��Åkj�Çkn�-�¦��%É�n§Ã<Ç

Similar comparisons as those in block ¦kÃ^µ/jMÉ]Â�Å
��j § ,�ÿMÇUÑ�Æk-^¦�j<Ç|µ�Éo�kÅ6,�j�Ç�Ä
jk°^�HÊkÊ�Ê are
also performed between individual solutions (instead of comparing each solution with the
combination). To reduce the amount of output we give this information only, if fewer than
16 normal equation files are processed.
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If you defined baselines using a ( Ê�p�Ç�- ) file (see Section 23.8.25) in ADDNEQ you also get
baseline statistics (residuals in latitude, longitude, height, and length) for those baselines.
The relative error (expressed in Ä�Ä@ÿ�� parts per million) is computed as the ratio of the rms
of the quantity considered (in column

§ ��-�Â^�� ) and the baseline length. The ,�ÿMÇ values are
the formal rms values derived from the individual solutions. An example for the development
of the baseline length and the associated formal rms errors (column �],�ÿMÇÓ ) is given in Figure
18.7. The velocity value given in the first line refers to the baseline length.
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18.8 Handling Parameters and NEQ Files in Programs GPSEST

and ADDNEQ

Let us address in this section a few important aspects concerning the parameters and the NEQ files
as they occur in programs GPSEST and ADDNEQ.
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18. Combination of Solutions

Figure 18.7: Plot of the Baseline Lengths Residuals and the Associated RMS Errors (in cm) Derived
from the ADDNEQ (or COMPAR) Output.

GPSEST Do not use fix sites when saving normal equations, because GPSEST does not set up
the coordinate parameters for fixed sites. Constrain the stations (using e.g. an a priori
sigma of 0.0001 m) instead.

GPSEST Do not resolve ambiguities and create the NEQ file in the same program run. Solve am-
biguities first, then introduce the resolved ambiguities in the second run and generate
the NEQ file.

GPSEST Select pre-elimination of type Æ%É for ambiguity parameters when saving the NEQs.

GPSEST Select pre-elimination of types p%É or Æ%É for troposphere, if you do not want to change
the troposphere parameter handling later in ADDNEQ, select Ã/n if you want to include
them in the NEQs.

ADDNEQ In Panel 4.8.1–2 , option Ç<Ém�kjl!§Ç@Äkjk°�É®þ%É�°O�k,/n@Ä/n�Ç�Ä�Åkj
,kj , say 	�j�Ç to allow the spe-
cification of a priori sigmas (if you are not sure whether there are troposphere parameters
in the NEQs).

ADDNEQ Fixing sites is allowed (as opposed to GPSEST), because fixing is equivalent to con-
strain coordinates with an a priori sigma of 0.001 mm in ADDNEQ.

ADDNEQ The generation of a SINEX file is not allowed (NEQ file is allowed), if free network
solutions are generated because of a singular a priori covariance matrix. The use of the
inverted a priori covariance matrix would solve the problem, but this information is not
supported by most of the SINEX reading routines.

ADDNEQ Saving a NEQ file is not possible (SINEX file is possible), if you specify a special co-
ordinate file for fixed sites in Panel 4.8.1 . This limitation is not important, because you
may create normal equations containing all information without this special file.

ADDNEQ Saving a NEQ file is not possible (SINEX file is possible) if velocities are solved for.
ADDNEQ supports the estimation of velocities, but not the handling and combination
of estimated coordinates and velocities.
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